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L OOKING AT THE PERFORMANCE OF 

world trade in 2013, one sees poor 
export and import gures on the part of 
ust about all countries and that overall 

trade grew at a rate of approximately 
2.7%.  This year will be a more optimistic 
one in terms of world trade and growth 
forecasts. The growth performance ex-
pected especially in developed countries 
was in uential in the upward revision of 
the IMF and orld Bank’s global growth 
forecasts. Consumer trust indices are up 
in the euro one, which has left its crisis 
behind, and both manufacturing output 
and gures for growth and unemploy-
ment in the US continue to move in a 
positive direction.

Accordingly, an increase of % by 
value and % by amount is expected in 
the trade in goods. This optimistic view 
is based on the prediction that developed 
countries, being expected to grow faster 
this year, will show increased import 
demand.

e expect the recovery in the EU and 
US, Turkey’s most important trading 
partners, to yield positive results for 
Turkey’s economy. 

Meanwhile, we are doing all we can to 
turn the signals of recovery from devel-
oped countries, the EU and US most of 
all, to our advantage and expect the trend 
of growth in the world economy and 
trade to re ect positively on our exports.

successful export performance con-
tinues. ur exporters, too, believe our 
economy will achieve a growth rate over 

% this year.
Speaking as the representative of 
,000 exporters, we will continue with 

our advances that carry us toward our 
2023 target. ith the efforts we are con-
ducting toward elds from D to in-
novation and from innovation to design, 
we will be doing our best to bolster our 
economic model in suit with the compe-
tition of technology and information. e 
believe that by directing the production 
side of our exports toward high value 
added, we will put forth a state of affairs 
that will, in a positive sense, decouple 
Turkey from the whole world.

Editorial

Turkey’s Economy Forges Ahead  
toward 2023 with Competition in 

“TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION” 
Positive forecasts and record-breaking exports are cause for 
optimism in 2014.

MEHMET BÜYÜKEKŞİ  
CHAIRMAN (TIM)

Turkey managed to grow faster in 
2013 a challenging year for the world 
economy than it did in the previous 
year, ranking among the countries that 
exited the hold of the global economic 
crisis the fastest and were relatively 
less affected by economic uncertainty. 

e reached 1 1.  billion in exports in 
2013, overlooking no country in selling 
our goods. As exporters, we had a good 
start to this year, matching our expecta-
tions. ur export of goods in January 
showed a . % year-over-year increase 
to 12.1  billion. That gure went down 
as the best January in the history of the 

epublic of Turkey for exports. e think 
we will reach the 1 .  billion export 

gure we are aiming for this year if our 
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First AGREEMENT, EVENT, ENERGY, JEWELRY, EXPORT, TOURISM, AUTOMOTIVE, INVESTMENT...

DESIGNED TO 

parallel the IMP3 

rove program coor-
dinated in 17 Euro-
pean countries by A.T. 
Kearney, the project 
will be identifying Tur-
key’s most innovative 
companies in various 
categories. TIM aims 
to transform Turkey’s 

creative potential into 
value-added using 
innovation manage-
ment best practices. 
The project offers a 
major opportunity for 
companies to inject a 
culture of innovation 
into their organization 
and daily operations. 
TIM will be applying 

the experiences and 
innovation manage-
ment practices of A.T. 
Kearney, the world’s 
leading consulting rm 
in innovation manage-
ment with interna-
tional studies on the 
matter and a global 
network, with the aim 
of raising the innova-

tion competency of 
companies in Turkey.

As part of Inovalig, 
Turkish companies 
will be assessed on 
innovation and the 
champions of innova-
tion will be named 
every year. The criteria 
of assessment for 
innovation compe-

TIM LAUNCHING INOVALIG, TURKEY’S FIRST 
INNOVATION ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM
Turkey’s rst innovation development program is coming to life. novalig  a pro ect carried out 
in cooperation with international consulting rm .T. earney with the aim of supporting the 
innovation ecosystem in Turkey  will determine the leaders of innovation in Turkey.

tency are based on 
international criteria. 
The project will also 
serve as the basis of 
the awards for most 
innovative company 
in 2014’s Turkey In-
novation Week and be 
made a tradition with 
the objective of creat-
ing a rolling agenda. 

Content: Turkish-Italian Energy Partnership P6 Visit From The Stars P7 Jewelry Exports Up 27%  P8 Monitise Acquires Pozitron  P8 Free Trade Agreement with 
Singapore P9 Tourism Revenue Up 11.4% P9 Masters Of Communications In Istanbul Editor: Can Gürsu
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EVENT

T he world-famous 
Italian/Japanese 

company Turboden, 
which signed an 
agreement with 
Turkish rm Sun 
Group, is coming to 
Turkey to install two 
100 MW geothermal 
power plants—worth 
a combined €300 mil-
lion—in Manisa and 
Çanakkale. An invest-
ment and technology 
transfer protocol was 
signed between the 
two companies at the 
Turkey-Italy Business 
Forum held during 
President Abdullah 

Gül’s visit to Italy, 
which also included 
the participation of 
EU Minister Mevlüt 
Çavu o lu. Turkey 
ranks seventh in the 
world in terms of 
geothermal resources. 
Currently, roughly 250 
MW of the installed 
capacity in Turkey, 
equivalent to 6%, is 
drawn from these 
resources. Among the 
energy sector’s aims 
for 2023 is to increase 
the total installed 
capacity of geothermal 
resources to at least 
600 MW.

VISIT FROM THE STARS
igures from the Turkish entertainment world were 

the guests recently of Turkish irlines’ light perations 
epartment. 

A t an invitation from 
Turkish Airlines’ 

Chairman of the Board 
and Executive Com-
mittee Hamdi Topçu, 
prominent gures 
from the Turkish 
world of entertainment 
were the guests recent-
ly of Turkish Airlines’ 
Flights Operations De-
partment. The artists, 
who were briefed about 
the airline’s current 
position and plans for 

the future, were treated 
to a luncheon catered 
by Turkish Do&Co, 
followed by a pleasur-
able ight experience 
in the pilot seat of a 
simulator. 

Ajda Pekkan, Mus-
tafa Sandal, Behzat 
Gerçeker, Zara, Zekai 
Tunca, Samime Sanay, 
Güne , and G khan 
Türkmen were rst 
briefed about in- ight 
entertainment in a 

mockup at the cabin 
training center before 
taking part in the 
simulation. 

At the end of the visit, 
Turkish Airlines’ Ham-
di Topçu presented the 
artists with certi cates 
of their promotional 

ight participation. The 
artists in turn expressed 
their pleasure with the 
program and said what 
a delightful time they 
had had.

TURKISH-ITALIAN 
ENERGY PARTNERSHIP
talian apanese company Turboden 

signed an agreement for geothermal 
power plant production. 

AGREEMENT

Turkey’s exporters were very successful in diversifying their markets within a very short time.

TURKEY’S EXPORT MARKETS (2013)  
BILLION DOLARS

58.1
EU COUNTRIES MIDDLE EAST

13.4
AFRICA

6.5
NORTHERN 
AMERICA

16.4
CENTRAL ASIA

27



EXPORT

THE JEWELRY industry’s exports 
in January 2014, excluding 

bullion gold, exhibited a 26.63% 
increase year-over-year, reach-
ing $195.45 million. The leading 
recipients of the industry’s exports 
in January were, respectively, Iraq, 
the United Arab Emirates, Belgium, 
Russia, and Libya. The most notable 
export increase in the period was to 
Belgium, the global hub of jewelry, 
with a growth of 3.65% by value and 
7.04% by amount. Jewelry Export-
ers’ Association Chairman Ayhan 

Güner, commenting on exports in 
January, said, “Our industry had a 
successful start to the year 2014 with 
an export increase by both amount 
and value. We are quite pleased by 
the increasing world demand for 
Turkish jewelry products. Looking 
at the export gures for Janu-
ary, we see that our share in new 
markets and our existing markets 
alike is continually increasing. The 
increase in Belgium, considered the 
world’s jewelry center, is particularly 
notable.”

Jewelry Exports 
Up 27% 

The Turkish ewelry industry en oyed a  
successful start to 2014  with an especially  

notable surge in exports to elgium.

COMPETITION 
HEATS UP IN 
SOLAR POWER

hongli Talesun  
one of the world’s 
largest solar 
power companies  
has decided to 
enter Turkey. 
Turkey’s recent 
investments in solar 
power manufacturing 
and projects have drawn 
a notable group of 
Chinese investors, who 
join in the competition 
of the American and 
German giants over 
solar power in Anatolia. 
Zhongli Talesun has 
decided to enter Turkey 
with Talesun Anadolu 
Solar Energy, an equal 
partnership between the 
Chinese company and 
Ege Trade. The venture 
aims to produce 50 MW 
worth of units by 2015, 
possibly focused in the 
areas of solar panels and 
assemblies, according 
to statements. Last year, 
another Chinese solar 
panel manufacturer, 
Yingli Solar, made 
its entry into Turkey. 
Yingli, which has four 
facilities in China, 
built the solar panels 
supplying the electricity 
needs of the zye in 
University campus. 

SHIP AND 
YACHT EXPORTS 
CONTINUE 
TO BREAK 
RECORDS 
The ship and yacht 
industry ended last 
year with a record 

1.1 billion in 
exports.

In January, the indus-
try’s exports were up 
11.3%, totaling $54.47 
million. Istanbul, which 
accounts for about three 
quarters of the indus-
try’s exports, saw a re-
cord increase of 89.94% 
in its exports year-over-
year to $40.33 million. 
Following Istanbul, 
Yalova’s exports totaled 
$9.53 million. The lead-
ing markets for Turkey’s 
ship and yacht exports 
were Norway, worth 
$13.81 million, and 
Malta, worth $12.57 
million.

ENERGY JEWELRY

UNEMPLOYMENT IN TURKEY

2013
January                      February                      March                              April                                May                                   June                              July                             August                 September     October 
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AUTOMOTIVE

AGREEMENT

P ozitron, the mobile technol-
ogy rm founded by Turkish 

web entrepreneur Fatih becer, 
has been acquired by UK rm 
Monitise. Pozitron started from 
scratch in 2000 as a software 
development company and 
became a leading provider of 
mobile banking, mobile payment, 
and mobile commerce solu-
tions to organizations outside of 
Turkey in the Middle Eastern and 
international markets. Monitise 
Group CEO Alastair Lukies, who 

announced that Pozitron had 
been acquired for $100 million, 
said the acquisition would bolster 
Monitise’s leadership in mobile 
technologies as a global supplier 
of technology. Lukies further 
commented about the announce-
ment, “It comes at a time when 
we are seeing increasing demand 
for interoperable mobile money 
services as payments become 
more digital by the day, not 
only in Turkey, Europe, and the 
Middle East but also around the 

A major economic step has 
been take in “Asian Tiger” 

Singapore, the second stop on 
Prime Minister Recep Tayyip 
Erdo an’s East Asia tour. 
Prime Minister Erdo an said, 
“We have taken the rst steps 
towards free trade between our 
countries. Talks on an FTA will 

begin between the economy 
ministers of Turkey and 
Singapore.” Trade between the 
two countries had fallen from 
$1.2 billion to $650 million 
with the global crisis, although 
the countries aim to increase 
bilateral trade to a targeted $5 
billion. 

MONITISE ACQUIRES 
POZITRON  

Turkish mobile technology rm Po itron aims 
to be global by produces of interoperable mobile 

money services.

UPTICK IN 
CEMENT 
EXPORT TO 
SYRIA
Turkey’s export of 
cement to Syria is 
showing signs of 
recovery since last 
year, when its cement 
exports totaled 
350,000–450,000 
tons, having risen to 
550,000 tons worth 
roughly $35 million to 
$40 million. Cement, 
Glass, Ceramic, and 
Soil Products Exporters’ 
Union Chairman Ali 

zin nü stated that 
the export of cement 
is expected to reach 
around 2 million tons 
this year.

TURKISH 
AUTO 
INDUSTRY 
REVS UP
The Turkish automo-
tive industry’s com-
bined investments over 
two years will total 
$5.871 billion. The 
investment will increase 
automotive produc-
tion capacity by at least 
200,000 to 1.7 million. 
The incentive plans 
state that the primary 
industry is expected to 
make a total investment 
of $3.223 billion in two 
years. These invest-
ments will provide jobs 
to 2,401 people. The 
parts and components 
industry aiming to in-
vest nearly as much as 
the primary industry.

GDF SUEZ 
SEEKS NEW 
INVESTMENTS

 ue  of 
rance signed a 

memorandum of 
understanding 
with the inistry 
of nergy and 

atural esources.

Leading global en-
ergy rm GDF Suez of 
France signed a memo-
randum of understand-
ing with the Ministry 
of Energy and Natural 
Resources regarding 
cooperation on two 
major energy projects 
in Turkey. Signed dur-
ing French President 
François Hollande’s 
visit to Turkey by 
Minister of Energy 
and Natural Resources 
Taner Y ld z and GDF 
Suez Chairman Gérard 
Mestrallet  the memo-
randum encompasses a 
nuclear power plant to 
be built by a Japanese 
and French consortium 
in Sinop and a planned 
$22 billion 1,320 MW 
thermal power plant in 
Adana.

AGREEMENT

Free Trade Agreement  
with Singapore 

ingapore was the second stop on  
Prime inister ecep Tayyip rdo an’s tour.

AGREEMENT

EXPORT
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The third meeting of Turkish 
Airlines’ international organi-
zation, Social Trippin’, which 
provides an opportunity for 
generating and exchanging 
ideas about issues of interest to 
aviation, took place recently in 

Istanbul. For information about 
the event, where creative ideas 
for giving passengers the perfect 

ight experience were presented 
under the rubric “The Future 
of Aviation”, visit the website at 
www.socialtrippinistanbul.com.
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Turkey supplies 27% of 
its energy needs from 
local and renewable 
sources, while it imports 
73% of the energy it 
consumes, for which it 
sets aside roughly $60 
billion annually. The 
total installed energy ca-
pacity is around 61,000 
MW today, a gure that 
the country aims to 
raise to 120,000 MW by 
2023. Turkey also plans 
to increase the share of 
renewable sources in 
the installed capac-
ity to 30% and to raise 
wind energy capacity 
to at least 20,000 MW 
by then. According to 
Turkish Wind Energy 
Association (TÜREB) 
Chairman Mustafa 
Serdar Ataseven, Turkey 
has 25 to 30 percent 
higher wind and solar 
energy potential than 
Europe. MASTERS OF COMMUNICATIONS  

IN ISTANBUL
 three-day ourney into The uture of viation   

aims to foster communication.

EVENT

INVESTMENT

Tourism Revenue 
Up 11.4%  

Turkey increased its tourism revenue by 11.4  over the 
previous year to the level of 2. 1 billion.

ENERGY

SHARE OF 
RENEWABLE 
ENERGY TO 
REACH 30%
Turkey plans to 
increase the share 
of renewable 
sources in the 
installed capacity 
to 0 .

GEBRÜDER 
WEISS 
COMES TO 
TURKEY  

ogistics giant 
ebr der eiss 

has announced 
ongoing plans to 
invest in Turkey.
One of the world’s fore-
most logistics compa-
nies, Gebrüder Weiss of 
Austria has announced 
ongoing plans to invest 
in Turkey. Thomas 
Moser, Regional Man-
ager Southeast/CIS for 
GW, emphasized that 
the rm’s Turkey of ce 
will serve as a bridge to 
the Caucasus and Near 
East: “Turkish produc-
ers steered strongly 
towards the Near East 
during the last crisis in 
2008, enabling them 
to absorb the nega-
tive economic effects 
relatively well. As a 
result, those Turkish 
companies involved 
in transport increased 
their knowledge of 
the east. GW can 
now build upon this 
network.” 

TOURISM

ACCORDING TO the gures 
released by the Turkish 

Statistical Institute (TurkStat) 
for Q4 2014, Turkey increased 
its tourism revenue by 11.4% 
over the previous year to the 
level of $32.31 billion, 78.9% 
of which was obtained from 
international visitors and 
21.1% from Turkish expatri-
ates. Per tourist spending in 

2013 was $824 on average—
while foreign tourists spent 
$749 on average, expatriates 
spent $1,252. German citizens 
led the pack among vacationers 
who chose Turkey, accounting 
for more than 5.41 million visi-
tors, followed by the Russians 
with about 4.27 million and 
the British with about 2.51 mil-
lion visitors.



Mr. Manfred Hellwig, a 
globally renowned investor 
in the telecommunica-
tions sector, and CP.BAU 
President Mr. Rolf Hei-
necke paid a visit to ISPAT 
President Mr. lker Ayc  
on January 22, 2014. Mr. 
Ayc  presented investment 

opportunities to the inves-
tors during the meeting, 
which was attended by the 
Chairman of Diplomats 
International Mr. Günther 
Meinel and Mr. Ferhat 
Bozçelik, the President of 
Diplomats International 
Turkey. 

Manfred Hellwig  
and CP.BAU visits ISPAT

ISPAT’s visit to 
South Africa

I SPAT TOOK THE 
opportunity to meet 

with several executives 
from prominent companies 
and initiative leaders dur-
ing its South Africa visit, 
thanks to Mr. Kaan Esener, 
Turkey’s Ambassador to 
Pretoria. One of those 
series of meetings was held 
with the Former Deputy 
Minister of Foreign Affairs 
and former Chief Consulate 
of South Africa in Istanbul, 
Mr. Renier Schoeman, who 
is currently the Co-Conve-

nor of the ANC Progressive 
Business Forum (PBF). 

It was clearly mentioned 
by both parties that there 
is huge business potential 
between Turkey and South 
Africa, and that now is time 
to act. As a very concrete 
step, the decision was 
taken to organize an ISPAT 
workshop in South Africa 
next summer to meet with 
the high-ranking busi-
ness community of South 
Africa and to invite them to 
Turkey.

CEO Meeting in Singapore

A S PART OF VISITS TO 
Japan, Singapore and 

Malaysia by the Turkish 
delegation led by Turkish PM 
Recep Tayyip Erdo an, a CEO 
meeting was held in Singa-
pore. The participants of the 
meeting that took place under 
the coordination of the Minis-
try of Economy included Mr. 
Nihat Zeybekçi, the Minister 
of Economy, Mr. lker Ayc , 
ISPAT President, Mr. Ab-
dulkerim G k, Member of the 
Parliament, Mr. Nail Olpak, 
MUSIAD President, and Mr. 
Mehmet Büyükek i, TIM 
President. 

In the afternoon of the 
same day, a business forum 
was jointly held by the Minis-
try of Economy, TIM, the Sin-

gapore Business Federation 
and IE Singapore. Following 
the welcome remarks, Vice 
President of ISPAT, Mr. Arda 
Ermut made a presentation 
about “infrastructure invest-
ments in Turkey.” 

Right after the presen-
tations, “Doing Business 
in Turkey. with focus on 
Infrastructure Opportuni-
ties” panel was held with the 
attendance of Turkish and 
Singaporean investors, as 
well as Mr. Hasan Pehlivan, 
Principal Advisor to ISPAT 
President. 

During the nal stage of 
visits in Malaysia, Mr. lker 
Ayc  accompanied Mr. Recep 
Tayyip Erdo an during his 
of cial meetings. 

INVESTMENT SUPPORT & PROMOTION AGENCY OF TURKEY (ISPAT) MEETS INVESTORS IN SEVERAL DESTINATIONS
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E urope has not been hit this hard possibly 
since the Second World War. The financial crisis of 
2008 quickly turned into a debt crisis for Europe 
by 2010. Without any doubt, the recent mortgage-

backed securities crisis was the most severe financial crisis since 
the Great Depression of the 1930s. Stock markets all around 
the world suffered. Central banks raced in to pump cheap 
money into the system, and right after the mortgage-backed 
securities crisis, Europe was hit by an enormous debt problem.

On one hand, there are millions of people suffering due to 
austerity measures, which result in severe cuts to spending both 
public and private; on the other hand, there are economies that 
find it extremely hard to grow.

In order to explain the European financial crisis in the 
simplest manner, let’s give a balance sheet example of an 
individual. Loosely speaking, there is no difference between 
the financial health of an individual, a company, or a country. 
All three have an income and an expenditure (hence, budget 

surplus or deficit) and all three may borrow money at a certain 
interest rate. Of utmost importance is the maturity of that debt. 
Now think about a specific individual, Mike. Let’s say Mike 
has a certain income that is significantly less than his expendi-
tures, which means that he has a budget deficit. Furthermore, 
his income is shrinking rather than growing, meaning that 
he not only has a budget deficit, but he has a growing budget 
deficit. Moreover, his expenditures are increasing, resulting 
in a positive momentum in the ever-growing budget deficit. 
Mike also has debt levels exceeding his income (i.e., his debt/
income levels are higher than 1). Finally, the interest on his 
debt is increasing and the maturity is decreasing, making the 
situation a grave one. Given the above information, what would 
you conclude about Mike? You would probably say that he is 
already bankrupt! This conclusion is important as there is no 
difference between a country and an individual, as stated above. 
Thus, let’s now focus on the sovereign debt, the budget deficit, 
and household debt levels for Southern European countries.

Panorama

Crisis in  
FinanCial Markets: 
Where does turkey 
stand?

By PROF.DR. K. ÖzgÜR DemiRtaŞ
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While developed world 
was dealing with 
Emerging Markets: 
Where does Turkey 
stand?
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When the nancial crisis of 2008 quickly turned into a debt 
crisis of Europe by 2010, staggering national debt amounts, 
ever increasing budget de cit numbers, and short debt maturi-
ties were at the center of the problem. Even though the EU 
rules dictate a maximum of 60% debt to GDP ratio, Greece, 
Italy, Spain, and Portugal (i.e., all of the Southern European 
countries), have much higher debt to GDP ratios. By the begin-
ning of 2012, the debt to GDP ratio for Greece was more than 
140%, for Italy this ratio was nearly 120%, for Spain this ratio 
was 65% and for Portugal it was 93%. Therefore, we can say 
that Greece had $140 dollars of debt for every $100of income. 
Similarly, the budget de cit numbers have shown a bleak 
picture. All of the Southern European countries, which are 
widely considered developed markets, had budget de cits that 
exceeded the 3% cut-off of the EU. For every $100 of income, 
Greece had a budget de cit of $10.50, Italy had a budget 
de cit of $4.60, Spain had a budget de cit 
of $9.20, and Portugal had a budget de cit 
of $9.10. Furthermore, these countries bor-
rowed money mostly from foreign sources, 
which makes it harder to negotiate the terms 
and conditions of the loan in times of crisis. 
Finally, household debt reached stagger-
ing numbers. As a result, the possibility of 
deleveraging is incorporated into asset prices 
all over Europe. 

While the developed world was dealing 
with the aforementioned problems, emerg-
ing markets were enjoying the extra money 
that has been pumped into the system by 
the reserve banks of the developed nations. 
In addition to the printed money, emerging 
markets were able to keep their interest rates 
relatively low, which additionally stimulated 
those markets. 

Turkey is one of the major emerging mar-
kets that have attracted signi cant foreign direct investments 
during this period. Attention to Turkey was not without its 
merits: young demographics, a prestigious geographic location, 
and ever-liberalizing capital markets gave investors what they 
desire.

Turkey has the lowest national debt and household debt ra-
tios among the Southern European countries (lower than 40% 
and 20%, respectively). Moreover, for the rst time within the 
past 30 years, Turkey does not have a budget problem. Simple 
arithmetic tells us that when a country keeps debt levels and 
the budget under control, investments will rise and unemploy-
ment will fall. This is exactly what happened to Turkey during 
the past decade.

It is impossible to talk about the Middle East without diving 
into politics. When I say politics, I am not talking about the 
kind in House of Congress in US, or in Canada  Politics in Mid-
dle East is convoluted, being thousands of years old. Turkey’s 
geographic location makes it a part of both regions: Europe and 

Middle East. Hence, the question is whether Turkey’s strong 
balance sheet, combined with prestigious geographic location 
and the young demographics, will be able to prevail over the 
boiling political scene in the region (like the situation in Syria 
and Northern Iraq, the “reverse revolution” in Iran, and coming 
elections in Turkey). My vote here is on the positive side. There 
is a big difference between Turkey and those Middle Eastern 
countries. Turkey is a much older democracy with liberal capital 
markets and a growing educated workforce. There is no ques-
tion that the elections in Turkey will be a sudden stop point 
for the investors, as they will determine whether the political 
stability will be preserved. However, elections are only a discrete 
risk event, whereas the aforementioned countries suffer from 
continuous catastrophic economic risks. One should never 
forget that Syria, Northern Iraq, and Central Iraq were all part 
of an historic empire, and it should come as a no surprise that 

they share common problems. 
If Turkey excels in terms of i) national 

debt ii) budget de cit iii) household debt iv) 
young demographics  v) liberalizing capital 
markets vi) prestigious geographic location, 
what are the future risks for the country

As you might have heard before, the most 
signi cant issue of the Turkish economy is 
the current account de cit. Lack of energy 
resources force Turkey to import energy for 
both consumption and production. This def-
icit is unfortunately very strongly correlated 
with GDP growth. Thus, whenever Turkey 
grows, its economy produces a large account 
de cit, and when the de cit goes down it 
mostly happens at the expense of growth and 
unemployment. This is a vicious circle that 
can only be broken by economic reforms that 
target ef ciency and innovation in industry. 
But this brings us to another bigger vicious 

circle behind the smaller one—political stability. Political stabil-
ity is a necessary condition (if not a suf cient one) for those 
economic reforms to go through. Perhaps the only exogenous 
variable that could break both of those circles is foreign direct 
investment in the country. 

One may ask an important question as to whether those 
foreign investors could take a leap of faith toward emerging 
markets such as Turkey. The answer is rather simple: Yes they 
could  The reason behind this leap of faith is the self-ful lling 
prophecy. Increasing investment in the emerging markets will 
not only create a politically stable environment but it will also 
start the engine for a more ef cient industrial zone.

Developed markets cannot think of themselves in a sepa-
rate and independent state. They very much depend on the 
emerging markets and the goods produced in those markets. 
Developed countries without the emerging markets are very 
much like a human body without a blood system. That system 
will de nitely fail no matter how healthy the organs are  

Turkey has the 
lowest national 

debt and household 
debt ratios among 

the Southern 
European 
Countries. 

udget of an historic

Turkey has the
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As patients are drawn 
to the low cost and 

high quality available 
via medical tourism, 

Turkey, a leading 
player, is sure to see 

sustained growth in the 
area.
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MERI ISTIROTI

General Manager, Liv Hospital

Inspired by the initials of 
the principle, “Leading 
International Vision” in its 
naming, Liv Hospital aims to 
be an institution that guides 
Turkey’s health care vision 
in the international arena. It 
engages this aim by sharing 
scienti c data, focusing on 
dif cult cases, and with the 
investments in its doctors 
and technology. Originally, 
medical tourism was the 
practice of going to another 
country to receive treatment 
unavailable in one’s own 
country. But as centers 
offering quality treatment 
with better service started to 
appear, it gained a different 
dimension. With the quality 
of the medical services it 
offers, Liv Hospital will 
continue to make a difference 
in the sector and keep up 
with innovations. In its new 
locations, too, Liv Hospital 
will continue its journey 
practicing the principles 
and innovative approach to 
service it established in its 
Ulus location, furthering its 
international potential in its 
numerous locations. 

addition to the treatment. 
Some medical tourists favor 
the increased privacy available 
in cases such as plastic surgery 
or infertility, while others may 
feel a need to go to and receive 
treatment elsewhere in con-
nection to advanced age. All 
these reasons show that the 
industry is growing quickly 
and that interest in medial 
tourism is likely to rise in the 
future.

WITH THE HIGH QUALITY OF ITS 
SERVICE, TURKEY IS A TOP-CHOICE 
COUNTRY
Meri stiroti is General 
Manager of Liv Hospital, 
which occupies a building 
in Ulus, Istanbul with some 
30,000 square meters of 
indoor space. The hospital 
very recently celebrated its 

rst anniversary. According 
to stiroti, the institution has 
provided services to 3,250 
medical tourists within the 
past year, providing planned 
care in 48 different branches. 
In its rst year, Liv Hospital 
took in patients from 121 
countries, with the majority 
coming from 35 countries, 
says stiroti. She continues, 
“We didn’t just change the 
preferences of expats living in 
Istanbul  we also welcomed 
numerous patients from 

The Turkish Perspective

countries in Europe, the 
Balkans, Central Asia, and 
the Middle East, especially 
from the nearby territory.” Dr. 
Neslihan Karaman, Corpo-
rate Agreements Director 
for Medical Park CCO, says 
50,000–55,000 foreign pa-
tients on average are treated 
at Medical Park’s facilities 
annually. She adds that when 
these patients are grouped by 
country, the countries of the 
Middle East, North Africa, 
the Turkic nations of Central 
Asia, the Persian Gulf, Africa, 
the Balkans, and Europe are 
in the lead. Selin Y ld r m, 
a member of the executive 
board of the Dünya Göz 
Hospitals Group—a leading 
name in ophthalmological 
health—and USA-Europe 
President of the Medical 
Tourism Association, says 
they nished 2013 having 
welcomed 38,000 foreign pa-
tients in all. “Eighty percent 
of our inbound patients are 
from Europe. This differs sig-
ni cantly from the statistics 
of other hospitals. Europe is 
one of the hardest regions to 
reach and win over. In spite 
of that, because the standard 
and quality we have reached 
are above European stan-
dards, Europe accounts for 
the largest number of foreign 
patients visiting Dünya Göz. 
Central Europeans, Northern 
Europeans, and Scandina-
vians are our top patients. 
This majority is followed by 
countries that speak Russian 
and Arabic.”

THE INDUSTRY’S FUTURE
The nations of the world now 
recognize Turkey as a new 
partner in health and a rising 
hub in medical tourism. The 
technology used by the hos-
pitals and the high-quality 
service they offer to medical 
tourists are a major factor 
in this. For instance, the 
orthopedics department at 
Liv Hospital is organized into 

T he basic elements of 
health are considered 

universal. Therefore, the 
diagnostic procedures and 
treatments used to eliminate 
an ailment and restore one’s 
health must be offered in a 
way that transcends borders. 
For these reasons, there is 
an upward trend in medical 
tourism. One of the several 
kinds of alternative tourism, 
medical tourism is de ned as 
relocating from one country 
to another in order to receive 
treatment and take advantage 
of health care services. This in-
dustry is of critical importance 
in that a country’s medical 
situation and investments in 
health care are indicators of 
the social and economic status 
of that country. 

WHY ARE OTHER COUNTRIES PRE-
FERRED FOR TREATMENT?
Several factors play a role in 
the rising popularity of medi-
cal tourism. Perhaps the most 
important of these is lack of 
access to high-tech medi-
cal services and professional 
human resources in one’s 
own country. Other leading 
factors include treatment 
costs, the availability of better 
care in tandem with reason-
able prices, and the possibility 
of a recreational vacation in 
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individual divisions for knee 
surgery, podiatric surgery, 
spinal surgery, shoulder sur-
gery, hand surgery, and elbow 
surgery. In general surgery, 
colorectal cancer and diges-
tive ailment treatments, and 
thyroid, breast, obesity, vas-
cular, hepatic, and pancreatic 
surgeries are practiced by sep-
arate specialists. Surgeons are 
able to use robotics in onco-
logical surgeries (in stomach, 
esophageal, digestive system, 
rectal, uterine, ovarian, and 
prostate cancers). Dünya Göz, 
meanwhile, provides constant 
support to medical tourists 
that make an appointment 
with the hospital for each 
minute they will spend in the 
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SELIN YILDIRIM

Executive Committee Member, 
Dünya Göz Hospitals Group; USA-
Europe President, Medical Tourism 
Association   

Our institution was the one 
to launch medical tourism in 
Turkey. The 38,000-person 

gure we have reached is 
one that only tour operators 
bringing tourists to Turkey 
could match. Therefore, it is 
clear that we are the market 
leader here. The system 
we have established, our 
international departments, 
and our marketing activities 
are today discussed and 
debated as a success story 
in many countries around 
the world and have come to 
where they are taught at the 
universities I am part of as 
a lecturer. Dünya Göz thus 
possesses such a system that 
we will carry on with our 
previous efforts to run this 
network and, of course, to 
advance what’s in place to 
the very top. We don’t need 
to carry out a very radical 
sort of effort. We share our 
work so that others can use 
it. Beyond its contribution 
to the country’s economy, 
medical tourism contributes 
to the country’s future, 
the prosperity of future 
generations, and the country’s 
image. Every person treated 
here speaks as an advocate on 
behalf of our country upon 
returning to his or her home 
country. No one who regains 
health here could say anything 
negative about Turkey back 
home. If they’re considering 
a holiday, they’ll come here 
with their neighbors in tow, 
and if they’re considering 
investment they’ll come with 
capital. They could entrust 
everything to the country 
to which they entrust their 
health. This is so important 
that I hope Turkey and 
Ankara will be able to position 
medical tourism better in the 
projection for 2023.

DR. NESLIHAN KAHRAMAN

International Patient Center & 
Corporate Agreements Director, 
Medical Park CCO

Turkey has made rapid 
progress in medical tourism 
in the past ve years, and this 
shall continue at the same 
rate in 2014, too. The Turkish 
Ministry of Health’s target 
for 2013 was $7 billion  for 
2023, it has set a target of 
$20 billion. On that account, 
we could speak of a growth 
of at least 15–20% for 014. 
The Turkish Ministry of 
Economy’s incentives for 
medical tourism, Turkey’s 
increasing recognition as a 
brand in medical tourism, the 
continually rising standards 
of the Turkish health care 
sector, the experience 
gained by personnel in 
international patient care in 
the eld of medical tourism, 
and the rising number of 
JCI-accredited hospitals 
are among the foremost 
reasons for this. Medical 
Park Hospitals Group sets 
its strategies by thoroughly 
analyzing world changes 
in international medical 
tourism. I think 2014, too, 
will unfold according to 
our targets, as was the case 
in previous years. We are 
chosen by foreign patients 
because we offer care that can 
compete internationally in 
several specialty elds from 
bone marrow transplants 
to Parkinson’s surgery 
and cosmetic surgery to 
orthopedics. We serve patients 
in our adult and pediatric 
bone marrow transplant 
divisions at our oncology 
centers with world-class 
technical equipment and 
infrastructure, and our 
academic team. I predict 
that patients will continue 
to arrive especially for bone 
marrow transplants, organ 
transplants, oncology, and 
neurosurgery. 

country, assisting not only 
with accommodation and 
guidance but also with such 
matters as reissuing passports 
in cases of lost passports. 
At Medical Park, the organ 
transplant, joint transplant, 
and neurosurgery branches, 
among others, are reference-
level departments offering not 
only world-class care but also 
translation and interpretation 
services for each patient in his 
or her native language. All of 
this goes to show that Turkey 
is advancing the industry one 
step forward as it presents a 
fusion of its historical tradi-
tion in hospitality with its 
service approach in medical 
tourism. 

THERE ARE 42 JCI-ACCREDITED 
MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS  

IN TURKEY

8% $20
PUBLIC HOSPITALS 2023 TARGET

PRIVATE HOSPITALS 2013 TARGET

92% $7
Foreign Patient Intake Divide 

in 2010

The Ministry of Health’s Revenue Targets 

for Medical Tourism

BILLION

BILLION
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SHARE OF READY-TO-WEAR 
AND APPAREL IN TURKEY’S 

EXPORTS
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top textile export markets in 
2012 were, respectively, Rus-
sia, Italy, Germany, the UK, 
the US, Romania, Iran, and 
Bulgaria—in a nutshell, the 
majority of Turkey’s ready-
to-wear exports are bound to 
European countries. Today, 
Turkey is the EU’s largest 
supplier of ready-to-wear 
clothing after China, and it is 
also the largest home textile 
producer and second-largest 
footwear producer.

The ready-to-wear in-
dustry ranks among the top 
three of the 26 industries 
operating in Turkey. Among 
its targets for 2023 is to raise 
the price of its export goods 
from $20/kg to $50/kg. 
Currently, ready-to-wear and 
apparel exports account for 
11% of Turkey’s total exports. 
The plan is to raise that share 
to 12% by 2023 and its share 
in the global ready-to-wear 
export market from 3.5% 
to 4.2%. The momentum 
Turkey has captured in the 
transition from a production 
economy to a design- and 
brand-based economy, es-
pecially with its product and 
customer pro le, makes it 
easier to reach customers in 
the A and A  pro les and to 
create value added.

GLOBAL BRANDS MANUFACTURED 
IN TURKEY
The Istanbul Ready-to-
Wear and Apparel Export-
ers’ Association and the 

anl urfa Second Organized 
Industrial Zone signed a 

T he textile and ready-
to-wear clothing 

industry entered a period 
of rapid growth with the 
export development poli-
cies introduced in 1980, and 
since then, investments in 
the industry have boomed. 
Today, Turkey ranks as one of 
the world’s largest exporters 
in the eld. The ready-to-
wear clothing industry is 
one of the places where the 
economic success achieved by 
Turkey over the past decade 
is re ected the most. With its 
contribution to the national 
income, the jobs it creates, 
and its high export potential, 
ready-to-wear is a mainstay 
of the country’s economy, in 

particular reducing unem-
ployment with the jobs it 
creates and contributing 
signi cantly to the welfare of 
society.

EU THE LEADING EXPORT MARKET
It is predicted that the 
worldwide ready-to-wear 
trade is estimated to reach  
a volume of $740 billion in 
2023. Turkey’s aim for that 
year is to reach $60 billion 
in exports for the ready-
to-wear industry. To that 
end, Turkey’s ready-to-wear 
exports to countries such as 
Germany, Russia, France, the 
Netherlands, and Iraq have 
been up signi cantly, espe-
cially as of last year. Turkey’s 

$60 BILLION TARGET FOR THE 
READY-TO-WEAR INDUSTRY 
The ready-to-wear clothing industry continues to be a mainstay 
of Turkey’s economy.

READY-TO-WEAR

BY CAN CENGİZ

Turquality program’s 
contribution to local 
brands is also of major 
importance.
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quickly and with its mana-
gerial skill. Furthermore, 
Turkey’s unique position 
between East and West gives 
it the chance to combine the 
two cultures in a melting pot. 
Turkey is also very aware of 
the importance of R&D to 
creating innovative products, 
and if it can realize its plans 
in that area, it will be able to 
reach its 2023 targets more 
easily. To that end, fashion 
and fashion designers are 
being provided state support 
and encouraged to produce 
new projects. These, in turn, 
smooth out the path before 
Istanbul on its way toward 
becoming a fashion center.

BRANDED EXPORTS RISE
As the in uence of Turk-
ish ready-to-wear brands 
increasingly rises in the 
countries surrounding 
Turkey, the export of brand-
name products too rises with 
continued economic growth 
and development. Turkish 
companies in the ready-to-
wear industry currently have 
close to 3,000 stores abroad 
and an aim to raise that 
number to 5,000 within two 
years. These stores provide 
a signi cant contribution 
to Turkey’s own brand and 
quality perception with the 
high-quality products they 
offer and play a crucial role in 
promoting the country. The 
Turquality program’s contri-
bution to local brands is also 
of major importance with 
regard to institutionaliza-
tion in the global sense and 
international cooperation.

protocol together within 
the scope of the incentives 
system introduced by the 
Ministry of Economy leading 
to the establishment of the 
Ready-to-Wear Organized 
Industrial Zone, part of the 
clustering project to be done 
in anl urfa with the new 
investment incentive pack-
age. As per the agreement, 
ready-to-wear companies 
wishing to invest are exempt 
from the infrastructure fee, 
thereby providing an incen-
tive for investors considering 
the region. Another aim is to 
ensure the sustainability of 
the industry’s growth with 
these incentives. Today, sev-
eral of the companies hold-
ing the world’s top brands 
are manufacturing their 
products in Anatolia.

Along the way to achieving 
its target of becoming an in-
ternational player in fashion, 
Turkey must focus on brand-
ing, design, and trends. In 
its aim to become a control-
ling country in these areas, 
Turkey stands out with its 
ability to adapt to changes 
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Ready-to-wear is 
Turkey’s pride in its 
foreign trade.

SÜLEYMAN ORAKÇIOĞLU 

Chairman,  
ORKA Group

Based on last year’s gures, 
with $25 billion domestic, 
$17.5 billion exports, and 
sales of $7.5 billion from 
Laleli and Osmanbey 
(Istanbul), the ready-to-
wear industry has reached a 
volume of $50 billion. That 

gure is equivalent to 6.5% 
of the national income, and 
adding the textile industry 
to the score, the rate reaches 
10% of the national income. 
To look at the matter in 
terms of employment, the 
ready-to-wear industry 
supplies roughly 8% of total 
employment, and the share of 
women’s employment in that 
rate is around 70%.

AHMET AKBALIK 

TIM Ready-to-Wear and Apparel 
Industry Councilman

One of the key characteristics 
of the ready-to-wear industry 
is that it no longer just knows 
what the customer wants 
and produces for them but 
that it also provides serious 
contributions in matters 
such as design, logistics, and 
expertise. There have been 
signi cant changes to the 
customer pro le over the 
past decade. Instead of the 
C- and B-category customer 
pro le as used to be the case, 
partnerships are being made 
with customers in the B , A, 
and A+ categories. The ready-
to-wear industry in Turkey 
will, as fashion undergoes a 
period of fast changes in a 
transforming world, continue 
to grow rapidly in the stages to 
come with its location and its 
production infrastructure.
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T HE STORY OF THE FIRST 
automobile designed in 

Turkey and manufactured in 
1961 is practically legend-
ary, beginning as engineers 
summoned to Ankara were 
asked to produce from 
scratch an automobile in 
just four and a half months. 
Some believed it would be 
impossible to produce a car 
in such a short time; oth-
ers went even further and 
publicly proclaimed that 
Turkey would not be able to 

AUTO INDUSTRY MAINTAINS 
LEADERSHIP IN 2013
The year 2013 was a dif cult 
one for the European market, 
unlike that of Turkey. Market 
volume in Europe shrank 1.8% 
to a level of slightly over 12.3 
million units. Despite such 
a contraction in Europe, the 
Turkish automotive industry 
grew by 11.8% over the previ-
ous year, reaching an export 

gure of $21.3 billion.
Leading representatives of 

Turkey’s automotive indus-
try—one of the country’s vital 
industries—exercise caution 
in their predictions for 2014, 
an election year, although the 
picture they paint is generally 
positive. One of the indus-
try representatives carrying 
this optimism is Tofa  CEO 
Kamil Ba aran, who predicts 
that 2014 shall yield gures 
around 2013 levels. He 
continues, “2015 and 2016 
will probably be wild years 
for Turkey and the automo-
tive industry.” The Tofa  CEO 
also evaluated the industry’s 
export performance: “The 

gures show we are headed 
in the right direction and 
that the industry is truly very 
important to the country’s 
economy. The major invest-
ments worldwide, too, are all 
in this industry. With rev-
enues of around two trillion 
euros today, we are in charge 
of an industry equivalent 
in size to the world’s sixth-
largest economy. This likewise 
extends to the automotive 
industry in our country, too.”

“As regards light com-
mercial vehicles, which 
account for a major portion of 
automotive exports, a series 
of measures to eliminate the 
constriction in the domestic 
market and reorient the trend 
upward once again will be 
the determining factor for 
the industry in 2014,” says 
Ba aran. He adds that with 
the recovery under way in 
Europe, however small in its 

SMOOTH CRUISING FOR  
AUTO INDUSTRY
The desire to produce a domestic car in Turkey was rst 
expressed many years ago. While a 100% domestic car may still 
be out of reach, Turkey’s automotive industry has shown great 
progress since then. In 2013, Turkey manufactured around  
1 million vehicles, 700,000 of which were exported.

AUTOMOTIVE

BY FİGEN AYPEK AYVACI

a aran  ith 
revenues of around 
two trillion euros 
today, we are 
in charge of an 
industry equivalent 
in si e to the world’s 
si th-largest 
economy. 

manufacture a car. Finally, 
the engineers who believed 
in what was said to require 
nothing short of a miracle 
succeeded in manufacturing 
the rst domestic automo-
bile, thus realizing Turkey’s 
dream. Although subsequent 
production never took place, 
the Turkish automotive in-
dustry made great strides in 
those years, becoming what 
is today the country’s export 
champion unrivaled by any 
other industry.
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beginnings, this year’s exports 
could be expected to rise 
somewhat.

In 2013, Turkey’s automo-
tive industry accounted for a 
14% share in Turkey’s overall 
foreign sales, which went up 
0.01% to $151.71 billion. The 
automotive industry held 
its title of export champion 
once again. According to 
TAYSAD President Mehmet 
Dudaro lu, the automotive 
industry owes its position as 
export champion for the past 
seven years to having its path 
cleared. He adds, “We have 
the means to advance Turkey’s 
automotive industry. The dis-
tribution of vehicles is one per 
14.4 people out of 100. Seen 
from an optimistic perspec-
tive, there is a very signi cant 
opportunity for us to grow.”

EXPORTERS UNAFFECTED BY 
EXCHANGE RATE INCREASE
Although the hike on the 
private consumption tax in 
January fueled concerns for 
the automotive industry, 
the widespread view is that 
exporters will not be affected 
by the situation. Assoc. Prof. 
Umut Halaç, PhD, head of 
Ya ar University’s Depart-
ment of Economics, states 
that exporters do not expect 
to be affected by the increase 
in the exchange rate: “Export-
ers’ contracts are long term; 
therefore, I do not think that 
they will experience dif culty 
in the short term. In fact, the 
exchange rate increase might 
even prove useful to export-
ers in the short term. And in 
the second half of the year, I 
think exporters will nd a way 
and nish the year with a net 
increase.”

Citroen Turkey Market-
ing Director Nebi Erba  also 
points to the potential effects 
of rapid uctuations in the 
exchange rate on the auto 
market and states that adjust-
ments to consumer credit 
could also affect the market. 

views the market in 2014 with 
caution, he says, and adds, 
“We have entered a challeng-
ing year. We experienced many 
similar crises in the past, but 
we came out on top from all 
of them.”

 
ALTERNATIVE MARKETS A BOON FOR 
EXPORTS
With reduced exports to 
European countries—the 
main export market—after 
the nancial crisis, the Turkish 
automotive industry found a 
solution in alternative mar-
kets, stepping into the North 
America, North Africa, and 
Persian Gulf markets. These 
markets helped sustain the 
automotive industry’s exports. 
As of the second half of 2013, 
exports to Europe started to 
recover, too, with exports to 
EU countries rising by 37%, in 
turn raising performance.

TAYSAD President 
Mehmet Dudaro lu, speak-
ing on the automotive indus-
try’s signi cant contribution 
to employment, said, “With 
its exports, the value added 
it creates, and with the em-
ployment it provides above 
all, our automotive industry 
has a signi cant share in 
Turkey’s economy. The Turk-
ish automotive industry is in 
a close relationship with the 
iron and steel, petrochemi-
cal, mining, tourism, trans-
port, construction, defense, 
agriculture, banking, and 
insurance industries, among 
others. For this reason, our 
automotive industry creates 
signi cant demand for the 
bene t of other industries 
with the multiplying effect 
of its production increase 
and is one of the industries 
providing high levels of 
value added to the country. 
And again, in terms of value 
added, employment created, 
and technology produced, 
it paves the way for the 
development of many other 
industries, too.”

MEHMET DUDAROĞLU, PHD

President, Association of 
Automotive Parts and Components 
Manufacturers (TAYSAD)

Production in 2013 totaled 
1.126 million. We ranked 15th 
in worldwide production and 

fth in production in the EU. 
Our domestic market volume 
totaled 893,000 units, includ-
ing the heavy commercial ve-
hicles market. Our industry’s 
export in 2014 is expected to 
reach around $21.5 billion.  
Additional free trade agree-
ments will have a very posi-
tive effect on the increase of 
our exports. Free trade agree-
ments should not be left solely 
for our government to do; as 
nongovernmental organiza-
tions, we too should accelerate 
our lobbying activities on every 
platform in the concerned 
countries.

ÖMER BURHANOĞLU

TIM Automotive Industry Council 
President

We, as the Automotive 
Exporters’ Association, are 
about to hold an R&D project 
market and design competition 
for the third time. We export 
seven out of every ten vehicles 
we produce. Our parts and 
components industry has a 
share in automotive exports 
of around 45%; we export 
80% of what we produce. 
Signi cant incentives are being 
provided for the production 
of components that were not 
produced before in our country. 
As the automotive industry 
grows, globalization and 
exports increase likewise. To 
draw international investors, we 
need to reach a market volume 
of one million units.

Erba  also states that they 
expect a volume of around 
800,000 units in 2014. It 
was already known that 2014 
would be a very lively year 
especially on account of the 
local elections. With the rising 

exchange rate, the industry’s 
players are revising their goals. 
Toyota Turkey Marketing 
and Sales CEO Ali Haydar 
Bozkurt, like other industry 

gures, believes the year will 
be very lively. The company 

5%
YOY UNIT 

PRODUCTION 
INCREASE

$21.3
BILLION

2013 AUTO 
EXPORTS

9%

14%

YOY TOTAL 
VOLUME 

INCREASE

YOY 
EXPORT 

INCREASE
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The Turkish 
shipbuilding industry 
is targeting the E , 
Russia, reece, and the 

S for its e ports in 
the coming term.

S HIPYARDS IN THE 

SHIP and yacht bu-
ilding industry require 
well-connected seaways, a 
quali ed workforce, proxi-
mity to maritime trade hubs, 
and a highly developed parts 
and components industry, 
all of which are present in 
Turkey. Turkey ranks among 
Europe’s top nations in 
workmanship and expertise, 
and it possesses exceptional 
skill in producing ships with 
specialty requirements as well 
as made-to-order niche yacht 
and ships. The local industry 

increased its export from 
2012 to 2013 by 43.5%, and 
it holds great hopes for this 
year as the world commercial 

eet and shipyard capacity 
surpluses trend downward.  
Noting the industry’s recent 
focus on energy, offshore, and 
naval vessels, Turkish Shipbu-
ilders’ Association (G SB R) 
Chairman Murat K ran points 
out that the Baltic Dry Index’s 
consistent growth from avera-
ge of around 1,000 in August 
2013 to 2,337 in early 2014 is 
suf cient cause for optimism 
regarding this year, during 

which the industry, he adds, 
expects its export to grow 
20%. Over the 2013, the Tur-
kish ship and yacht building 
industry’s export increased 
43,5% per the past year to 
reach $1,2 billion. Turkey’s 71 
shipyards have a combined 
annual sheet metal processing 
capacity of 700,000 tons, and 
the country ranks third—after 
Italy and the Netherlands—in 
the production of yachts. 

ONE TO SEVEN CONTRIBUTION TO 
EMPLOYMENT
The construction of ships 
Turkey is concentrated in 
Tuzla, Yalova, and Izmir, and 
of yachts in Antalya, Bodrum, 
Marmaris, and Yalova. Yachts 
are also built in several inland 
cities. According to Ba aran 
Bayrak, Chairman of the 
Ship and Yacht Exporters’ 
Association, the most popular 
materials used in the industry 
are steel, wood, composites, 
and aluminum. Motor yachts, 
sailboats, lifeboats, dinghies, 
and sport boats are the main 
categories of ship and yacht 
manufacturing, which as an 
industry employed 20,500 
in 2011 and 16,000 in 2012. 
Bayrak points out that the 
industry provides a one to 
seven contribution to emp-
loyment and sustains several 
subindustries.

LOCAL CONTENT IN NAVAL 
SHIPBUILDING ON THE RISE
In the early 2000s, the 
industry started constructing 
corvettes as part of the Natio-
nal Ship Project. The Turkish 
naval shipbuilding industry 
has proven its success, and 
the fact that naval ships are 
being built in private-sector 
shipyards is a testament to 
the private sector’s self-
con dence. The local content 
ratio achieved in naval 
shipbuilding, now over 70%, 
re ects the installed capacity, 
infrastructure, and skilled 

On Heels of 2013 Record, 
SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY 
HOPEFUL OF 2014
The ship and yacht building industry, one of the leading 
industries driving economic growth and a major indirect 
contributor to employment, ended 2013 with a record export 
increase, bolstering con dence and hope for 2014.

SHIPBUILDING

BY BARAN KARAKUZU
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BAŞARAN BAYRAK 

Chairman, ÇEKSAN & Ship and 
Yacht Exporters’ Association

We have left 2013 behind with 
pleasing numbers. Norway 
and Malta come rst among 
the countries to which Turkey 
exports the most ships and 
yachts. Our industry’s target 
markets are the countries 
of the former Soviet Union 
Greece, South American coun-
tries, and Arab–North African 
countries. For Turkey to gain 
more say in the international 
competition of the ship and 
yacht industry, subsidy and 
incentive policies as practiced 
in the countries leading to 
Turkey must be implemented 
in Turkey, too.

MURAT KIRAN

Chairman, Turkish Shipbuilders’ 
Association (G S R)

We will continue being one of 
the important players in the 
Mediterranean, Black Sea, and 
Aegean basins in ship main-
tenance and repairs, too. Our 
Defense Industry Undersecre-
tariat has always trusted in the 
capacity of the Turkish ship-
building industry. Consider-
ing there are only 15 countries 
with the capacity to build and 
manufacture their own war-
ships, whether support or 
combat class, it is clear that 
the Turkish shipbuilding and 
supporting industry has made 
very signi cant progress in 
recent years. 

By tonnage and 
number, tankers are 
at the top of the list 
in ship orders, and 
worldwide, Turkey 
ranks fth in the 
number of tanker 
orders received.

shipbuilding comes out ahead 
against its rivals in equivalent 
price ranges, Bayrak points 
out. The Turkish shipbuilding 
industry is targeting the EU, 
Russia, Greece, and the US for 
its exports in the coming term. 
With the provision of long-
term nancing and affordable 
energy and raw material sup-
port, and with the adoption 
as state policy of incentives for 
shipbuilding, smooth sailing 
is expected as a certainty for 
the industry on the way to 
reaching its 2023 targets. 

workforce at the disposal of 
Turkish shipyards, according 
to K ran. K ran says there 
are ve shipyards in Turkey 
that manufacture and export 
worthy coast guard ships, 
rescue boats, patrol boats, 
LCTs and LSTs (tank landing 
crafts), submarine rescue 
vehicles, and amphibious 
assault ships, and he also no-
tes that the industry actively 
promotes itself at trade shows 
and conferences domestically 
and internationally to increa-
se its competitiveness. 

TURKEY RANKS FIFTH IN TANKER 
ORDERS
Turkish shipyards have made 
a name for themselves in 
the construction of low- and 
medium-tonnage chemical 
tankers. By tonnage and 
number, tankers are at the 
top of the list in ship orders, 
and worldwide, Turkey ranks 

fth in the number of tanker 
orders received after China, 
South Korea, Japan, and 
Brazil. Turkey’s shipyards also 
comprise a regional mainte-
nance and repair hub, having 
serviced a total 15 million 
DWT in 2013, roughly the 
same as in 2012, with their 
combined 16 million DWT 
capacity. By virtue of its geo-
political position, too, Turkey 
is an important player in the 

eld of ship maintenance in 
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TOTAL IN TURKISH SHIPYARDS  

$1.2

43.5%

15

BILLION

MILLION DWT

BILLION

the Mediterranean, Black 
Sea, and Aegean regions.

INCENTIVES KEY TO INDUSTRY’S 
CONTINUED GROWTH 
The East Asian countries 
of South Korea, China, and 
Japan hold a staggering 92% 
share in the world shipbu-
ilding market, while other 
countries battle over the 
remaining 8%. The govern-
ments of these countries 

offer signi cant incentives 
for shipbuilding, emphasizes 
Bayrak: “These countries have 
managed to become dominant 
forces in shipbuilding through 
state-provided incentives.” 
The introduction of similar 
incentives in Turkey, he says, 
is crucial for the industry’s 
ability to compete interna-
tionally. Having proven its 
quality worldwide and as an 
in-demand industry, Turkish 
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activity in a large set of elds, 
including plastics, cosmetics, 
pharmaceuticals, rubber, and 
dyes. Although signi cant 
progress has been achieved in 
exports over the past decade, 
imports still weigh heavily 
in the industry’s balance of 
trade, about which Istanbul 
Chemical Products Exporters’ 
Association Chairman Murat 
Akyüz says, “Our import 
ratio is high, but we believe 
imports can be curtailed by 
increasing capacity and with 
new petrochemical invest-
ments,” underlining the 
industry’s optimism for the 
long term.

NEW HOPE IN DISTANT MARKETS
Because of the crisis affect-
ing the European market, 
which accounts for roughly 
half of the Turkish chemi-
cal industry’s exports, the 
industry has lately been 
turning toward markets in 
North Africa and East Asia, 
which have not been affected 
as deeply. Turkish compa-
nies are working to supply 
the increasing demand in 
countries in the Asia-Paci c 
region, China above all, for 
petroleum and synthetic 
chemical products. Turkish-
made chemical products are 
also providing signi cant 
support to construction and 
its subsidiary industries in 
Northern Iraq, Algeria, and 
Tunisia, where a construction 
boom is under way. Akyüz, 
speaking about the Turkish 
chemical industry’s search 
for markets in 2014, says 
such efforts will continue and 
emphasizes that the industry 
is aiming beyond nearby ter-

T HE CHEMICALS AND 
chemical products 

industry in Turkey is enjoying 
continued growth, with high 
momentum in the automo-
tive, informatics and telecom-
munications, nanotechnology, 
biochemistry, and genetics 

elds especially. Turkey’s 
sizable young population, the 
large entrepreneurial poten-
tial, incentives provided in 
recent years, product diversity, 
logistical proximity to world 
markets, a powerful founda-
tion for industry that is open 
to competition, and the many 

elds of consumption in the 
domestic market are among 
the factors increasing the 
country’s competitive power.

The Turkish chemical 
industry fell short of at-
taining signi cant growth 
momentum in 2013, but as 
the industry with the second 
highest level of exports, it 
maintained its status as one 
of the primary industries that 
account for the majority of 
exports, with Russia, Iran, 
Germany, Saudi Arabia, and 
India being the top coun-
tries receiving its goods. The 
industry is poised to grow 
further with a number of 
important developments that 
are under way.

AN INPUT TO MYRIAD FIELDS
The chemical industry acts 
as a catalyst for industrial 

THE CATALYST OF INDUSTRY: 
CHEMICALS
The chemicals and chemical products industry has a massive 
range of products, 30% of which reach consumers directly and 
70% of which are used to supply other industries. 

CHEMISTRY

BY BARAN KARAKUZU

The Turkish 
chemical industry is 
the country’s second-
leading export 
industry. 

Turkish companies  
are working to supply the 
increasing demand in 
countries in the Asia-Paci c 
region.



ritories: “Aside from Europe 
and our nearby territory, 
reaching different regions 
such as countries in East and 
Central Asia, South America, 
and sub-Saharan Africa, and 
gaining strength in these 
markets, are important goals 
for us.”

INDUSTRIAL ZONES TO ENCOURAGE 
GROWTH 
With the support of the 
Ministry of Science, Indus-
try, and Technology, various 
incentives are being provided 
to encourage the establish-
ment of industrial chemi-
cal facilities in key areas 
served by ports, railways, 
and highways, allowing the 
industry more convenience 
in production and helping 
to drive up Turkey’s com-
petitiveness and high-quality 
production in the chemical 

eld. Efforts to build petro-
chemical and liquid chemical 
storage facilities on sites in 
Alia a, Ceyhan, Yumurtal k, 
Band rma, and others as per 
the 2012–2016 Chemical 
Industry Strategy and Action 
Plan, in cooperation with the 
private sector, are in progress 
as well. Additionally, efforts 

esignated chemical 
industry zones will 
commence operations 
by the end of 20  
onward.
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MURAT AKYÜZ 

Chairman, Istanbul Chemical 
Products Exporters’ Association

With its role in the economy 
and export of Turkey, the 
chemical industry is one of 
the vanguard industries. 
We as the industry plan to 
contribute $50 toward the 
$500 billion export target 
for 2023. By increasing value 
added in exports, we can 
reach this target easily. The 
increase in our production 
quality raises our competi-
tiveness. We have raised our 
standards of quality, some-
thing in which our export to 
Europe has also had a share. 
We as the industry offer our 
products to many of the 
world’s countries.

AHMET FAİK BİTLİS 

Chairman, Paint Industry 
Association ( OSAD)

The Turkish paint industry has 
exhibited signi cant structural 
development in technology 
and become a regional force 
in production. International 
paint technologies and new 
product pro les in connection 
to that, namely UV/EB-cured 
system paints,  and environ-
mentally friendly paints for 
construction and industry were 
developed in our paint indus-
try. Our paint industry con-
ducted $1.036 billion in paint, 
raw material, and construc-
tion chemical exports to about 
45 countries in 2013, and our 
paint export target for 2023 is 
at around $5 billion.

to harmonize chemical in-
dustry regulations in Turkey 
with the EU’s Regulation on 
the Registration, Evaluation, 
Authorization, and Restric-
tion of Chemicals (REACH) 
are expected to be completed 
this year, after which full 
accord with the EU in the 
export of chemical products 
will be achieved.

Murat Akyüz says training 
quali ed staff to work in the 
industry is especially impor-
tant. He also highlights the 
importance of innovation 
in reducing the industry’s 
import of raw and interme-
diary materials and points 
to the annual R&D project 
market activities mounted by 
Istanbul Chemical Products 
Exporters’ Association for 
the past three years: “The 
information and human 
potential that can create 
technological development 
and innovation are present 
in our nation’s universities,” 
he says, underlining the 
university–industry coopera-
tion opportunities provided 
by these events and empha-
sizing the industry’s lasting 
commitment to endeavors to 
strengthen cooperation. 

$17.4
2013 CHEMICALS & 

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 
EXPORT

BILLIONBILLION
2023 EXPORT TARGET FOR 

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

$50
BILLION

SHARE OF CHEMICAL 
INDUSTRY IN TURKEY’S 

OVERALL EXPORT

11.5%
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S IX HUNDRED TURKISH 

AIRLINES managers 
operating all over the world 
convened at a summit where 
2013 was evaluated and tar-
gets for 2014 were discussed. 
The main theme at this year’s 
summit was “Together We Are 
Different.” 

Close to 600 of cials and 
executives took part in sum-
mit, among them Finance 
Minister Mehmet im ek, 

Turkish Airlines’ Chairman 
of the Board and Executive 
Committee Hamdi Topçu, 
Turkish Airlines’ President 
and CEO Temel Kotil, PhD, 
members of Turkish Airlines’ 
Board of Directors, and 
managers of the domestic and 
international destinations and 
the airline’s subsidiaries. 

Highlighting Turkish 
Airlines’ 20% growth in 2013, 
Hamdi Topçu thanked all 

employees who had a hand 
in accomplishing it. Topçu 
discussed the 2014 targets as 
well, noting, “Turkish Airlines 
will go through a sensitive 
period in 2014. If we really 
want to carry our goal of being 
a global company further, we 
must work harder and pro-
duce much better work than 
that of our rivals.” Temel Kotil, 
addressing the employees in 
his speech, said, “We achieved 

The World beneath  
Your Wings
As Turkish Airlines drives up the quality of its service and its competitiveness to ever-
higher levels, it also elevates its standards every day in order to offer the best ight 
quality to its guests. The best example of this is Turkish Airlines’ as the airline ying to 
the most countries in the world—105 countries with the recently added destinations.

AVIATION

BY  CAN CENGİZ

TURKISH AIRLINES INCREASED 
ITS TOTAL NUMBER OF 
DESTINATIONS TO 243.

243



was released to great interest 
from golf lovers worldwide. 
“Turkish Airlines Open” of-
fers golf fans and gamers the 
chance to experience perfect 
recreations of the 18 holes of 
the Maxx Royal golf course 
in Belek, which is hosting the 
tournament.

A FIRST IN TURKISH  
CIVIL AVIATION HISTORY
Turkish Seats Industries 
(TSI), a joint venture founded 
by Turkish Airlines, Turkish 
Technic, and Assan Hanil, 
has produced the rst local 
aircraft seat to be designed by 
Turkish engineers. The com-
pany began its seat design 
activities in September 2011 
at its facilities in Izmit and 
completed the concept devel-
opment and design phases for 
the aircraft seats, including 
automation and software, in 
Turkey. After close to three 

years of meticulous efforts, 
TSI has launched mass 
production of these seats, 
which have a direct in uence 
on passenger satisfaction on 
board. The production line 
currently has a capacity of 
10,000 seats per year, which 
is slated for an increase to 
50,000 by 2024.

TURKISH CARGO WINS AWARD
Turkish Cargo has won yet 
another award, being deemed 
worthy of the International 
Award for the Fastest-Grow-
ing Cargo Airline in the air 
cargo specialty awards orga-
nized by STAT Times.
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through the Selfshot iPhone 
app, Turkish Airlines’ guests 
can join in the adventure 
themselves and share their 
photographs on social media. 
The award for the photo that 
draws the most interest is a 
round-trip plane ticket. 

Another ad video that was 
greeted with signi cant inter-
est was “Delightful Istanbul,” 
a short lm presenting a 
2.5-minute tour of Istanbul as 
it shows the various interest-
ing and beautiful places visited 
by a couple who arrives in 
Istanbul from the perspective 
of their camera. The video was 
viewed more than 300,000 
times in a week, earning great 
acclaim.

IZMIR HOSTS TRAVEL TURKEY
One of Turkey’s most im-
portant events in the eld of 
tourism, Travel Turkey Izmir 
was, with the sponsorship of 
Turkish Airlines, held Decem-
ber 5–8 at the Izmir Interna-
tional Exhibition Center. The 
fair saw widespread domestic 
and international participa-
tion, also uniting profession-
als in the Turkish tourism 
industry. Visitors showed great 
interest in the Turkish Airlines 
Business Class offerings, new 
products, and new routes 
promoted at the fair.

GOLF MANIA RAGES ON
With its debut in 2013, the 
Turkish Airlines World Golf 
Cup attracted massive interest 
worldwide and will continue 
in 2014 without breaking 
pace. The tournament is tak-
ing place in 50 destinations 
in 34 countries across ve 
continents, and it will have its 

nal in Europe’s best golf des-
tination, Belek, in the month 
of November, during which 
the nalists will have the op-
portunity to watch the Turkish 
Airlines Open 2014.

Turkish Airlines also has a 
golf game available to down-
load for mobile devices, which 

success through toil, with the 
sweat of our brows; we have 
become a large family.”

EVERY PLACE IS BENEATH YOUR 
WINGS WITH TURKISH AIRLINES
With the additions of Kano, its 
second destination in Nigeria 
after Lagos, and N’djamena, 
its rst destination in and 
the capital of Chad, Turkish 
Airlines increased its total 
number of destinations to 
243. Having expanded its 

ight network across the 
African continent with these 
additions, Turkish Airlines 
now ies to 25 countries and 
36 destinations in Africa, and 
with a total of 105 countries 
in its ight network, Turkish 
Airlines ranks as the airline 

ying to the most countries in 
the world. With the Chad and 
Nepal routes, Turkish Airlines 
added nine countries to its 

ight network in 2013, the 
others being Gabon (Libre-
ville), Sri Lanka (Colombo), 
Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur), 
Malta, Estonia (Tallinn), 
Lithuania (Vilnius), and 
Luxembourg. Turkish Airlines 
has the world’s fourth-largest 

ight network, serving 243 
destinations in all, with 42 in 
Turkey, 93 in Europe, 31 in 
East Asia, 33 in the Middle 
East, 36 in Africa, and eight in 
the Americas.

NEW AD CAMPAIGNS HIGHLY 
ACCLAIMED
A huge hit from the day it was 
released, Turkish Airlines’ ad 
video “Kobe vs. Messi: The 
Sel e Shootout” continues to 
smash record upon record. By 
its second day, the rst video 
in the series had been watched 
by six million, garnering much 
acclaim. The new version of 
“Kobe vs. Messi: The Sel e 
Shootout” achieved massive 
success, having been seen by 
14 million viewers by its sec-
ond day. The combined view 
count of the ads has surpassed 
130 million. Additionally, 
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Turkish Airlines, 
Turkish Technic, 
and Assan anil, 
has produced the rst 
local aircraft seat to be 
designed by Turkish 
engineers.



ISPAT STRENGTHENS ITS ROLE  
IN THE INTERNATIONAL ARENA
The Investment Support and Promotion Agency of Turkey (ISPAT) 

continues to strengthen its presence on a global scale with its assuming 
Presidency of the World Association of Investment Promotion Agencies 
(WAIPA) and the memorandum of understanding inked with the Japan 

External Trade Organization (JETRO).

INVESTMENT

Reaf rming his resolution to 
make WAIPA a more effective 
and in uential organization, 
WAIPA and ISPAT Presi-
dent Ilker Ayci highlighted 
that Turkey’s assuming of a 
leadership role in an inter-
national organization was 

HOLDING THE VICE 

Presidency of the World 
Association of Investment 
Promotion Agencies (WAIPA) 
since February 2013, the 
President of the Investment 
Support and Promotion 
Agency of Turkey (ISPAT), 

Ilker Ayci, has been elected 
to the Presidency of WAIPA, 
which covers 175 national 
and regional investment 
promotion agencies from 
130 countries.  The ISPAT 
President received the entirety 
of votes cast by the 14-member 

WAIPA Steering Committee 
at the committee meeting held 
in Cape Town, South Africa. 
The investment promotion 
agencies of South Africa and 
Azerbaijan will each take up 
the post of Vice President 
during President Ayci’s term. 
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Ilker Ayc ,  
has been elected to the 

Presidency of World 
Association of Investment 

Promotion Agencies 
(WAIPA)



an important contribution  
to the country’s prestige and 
in uence before Turkey takes 
over the Presidency of the 
G-20 in 2015. 

“ISTANBUL 
COULD OFFER AN 
EXCELLENT HOME 
TO WAIPA”
Istanbul might  
become home to 
WAIPA, as it  
already hosts 
regional head-
quarters of many 
multi-national 
companies.

“WAIPA Presidency is also 
crucial as to the relocation 
of WAIPA headquarters 
from Geneva, Switzerland to 

Istanbul...,  Ayc  said about 
the possible moving of the 
organization’s head of ce.  
“Right at the center of Afro-
Eurasia and an important 
airline hub providing access 
to a combined population 
of 1 billion people and $25 
trillion of GDP, Istanbul 
could offer an excellent home 
to WAIPA..,” he noted. The 
issue is expected to be brought 
up for vote at WAIPA’s General 
Assembly Meeting to be held 
in May this year.

Hosting the WAIPA head-
quarters is also in line with 
the Turkish government’s 
Istanbul International Finance 
Center project that envisions 

the gathering of various public 
and private nancial instituti-
ons in an integrated complex 
in Ata ehir, a booming district 
on the Asian side of the city. 
Istanbul is already home to 
the regional headquarters of 
an increasing number of mul-
tinational companies such 
as Microsoft, Coca-Cola, and 
GE Healthcare which ma-
nage surrounding markets 
from Turkey.

ABOUT WAIPA
Founded in 1995, WAIPA 
is registered in Geneva as a 
non-governmental organiza-
tion and has members from 
175 national and sub-national 

WAIPA provides the opportunity for 
investment promotion agencies (IPAs) to 
network and exchange best practices in 
investment promotion.

Briefing26

agencies from 130 different 
countries. Through its wide 
range of activities, WAIPA 
provides the opportunity 
for investment promotion 
agencies (IPAs) to network 
and exchange best practices 
in investment promotion. Its 
objectives are to promote 
and develop understanding 
and cooperation amongst 
IPAs; strengthen infor-
mation gathering systems, 
promote the ef cient use of 
information and facilitate 
access to data sources; share 
country and regional expe-
riences in attracting foreign 
investment and enhancing 
outward investments; 
assist IPAs in advising their 
respective governments on 
the formulation of approp-
riate investment promotion 
policies and strategies; and 
facilitate access to technical 
assistance and promote 
training of IPAs.
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Ayc : “WAIPA 
Presidency  

is also crucial as 
to the relocation 

of WAIPA 
headquarters from 

Geneva, Switzerland 
to Istanbul...” 
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Ayc  apan is a 
major global economy 
and one of the top 
source countries 
of foreign direct 
investment.” 

MEMORANDUM OF 
UNDERSTANDING (MOU) 
WITH JAPAN EXTERNAL 
TRADE ORGANIZATION 
(JETRO)

ISPAT has signed a Memo-
randum of Understanding 
(MoU) with Japan External 
Trade Organization (JET-
RO) in a ceremony attended 
by Turkey’s Minister of 
Economy, Nihat Zeybek-
ci; Japan’s State Minister 
of Economy, Trade and 
Industry, Kazuyoshi Akaba; 
ISPAT President, lker Ayc ; 
and Chairman and CEO of 
JETRO, Hiroyuki Ishige; in 
the Japanese capital Tokyo. 
The MoU aims at enhancing 
Turkish-Japanese trade, 
business and investment 
relations.

ISPAT has been giving full-
backing to Japanese compa-
nies with direct investments 
and joint ventures in Turkey 
since 2008 through its repre-
sentative of ce in Tokyo and 
assists Japanese investors in 
their ventures into Turkey at 
every stage.

Delivering a speech at the 
signing ceremony, ISPAT Pre-
sident Ilker Ayc  said: “Japan 
is a major global economy 
and one of the top source 
countries of foreign direct 
investment (FDI). The 
existing cooperation bet-
ween our countries will be 
strengthened with this deal 
through which ISPAT aims 
to attract more high value-
added Japanese investments 
into Turkey.”

Instrumental in facilita-
ting various Japan-based 
multinationals’  establish-
ment in Turkey, among them 
leading nancial institutions 
from the Far Eastern country, 
including; the Bank of Tok-
yo-Mitsubishi UFJ (BTMU), 
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking 
Corp. (SMBC), Mizuho Cor-
porate Bank and tire maker 

Sumitomo Rubber Indust-
ries’ manufacturing invest-
ment worth $ 500 million, 
ISPAT is actively promoting 
Turkey’s investment envi-
ronment and opportunities 
around the world as well as 
in Japan. 

“ECONOMIC 
TIES WITH 
JAPAN GAINING 
STRENGTH”
Turkey’s business 
and trade ties with 
Japan have been 
elevated to a stra-
tegic partnership 
level through huge 
joint infrastructure 
projects.

Thanks to its geographic 
position at the crossroads 
of Europe, Asia and MENA 
region, a 76 million popu-
lation with more than half 

ISPAT has signed  
a  memorandum of 

understanding (MoU) 
with Japan External Trade 

Organization (JETRO).

under the age of 30, and its 
young, dynamic and well-
educated workforce, Turkey 
has recently emerged as a 
safe harbor for internati-
onal investors from every 
corner of the world looking 
for growth in overseas mar-
kets. Nearly 200 Japanese 
companies are active in 
Turkey in the elds of 
automotive, chemicals, 

nance, services, food, 
logistics and wholesale. 

Turkey’s business and 
trade ties with Japan have 
been elevated to a strategic 
partnership level with the 
cooperation agreement 
on nuclear energy reached 
last year following a series 
of prime ministerial visits 
between the two count-
ries.  According to the 
agreement, Turkey’s second 
nuclear power plant will be 
built by a Japanese-led con-
sortium on the country’s 
Black Sea province of 
Sinop. Moreover, many 
Japanese companies are 
participating in large scale 

infrastructure projects in 
Turkey, the latest of which 
being the Marmaray 
Project—the underwater 
rail tunnel built by a Japa-
nese-Turkish consortium 
that links the European 
and Asian sides of Istan-
bul—of cially opened on 
October 29, 2013, the 90th 
anniversary of the Republic 
of Turkey.
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STAYING 
STRONG

The economy of Turkey continues to 
grow in spite of all global macroeconomic 
instability. Even a mid crises, fiscal policy 
changes, and fluctuations, Turkey holds  

on to its reputation as a safe harbor.
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BY CAN GÜRSU

F   OLLOWING THE FED’S DECISIONS 
and the subsequent reduction in 

liquidity, the world is about to enter a 
new period of crisis just as the effects of 
the previous crisis have started disap-
pearing. The storm clouds point to 
quite a rough period ahead, and while 
economists and nanciers paint gloomy 
pictures, Turkey trusts in its experience 
in persevering through choppy waters. 
Though Turkey was a close onlooker 
to the euro crisis with such neighbors 
as Greece, it escaped any harm, giving 
con dence to international investors.

With incentive and economic ex-
pansion packages; its reforming, stable 
economy; and the support it gains from 
exports, Turkey’s economy grew 5% on 
average per year from 2001 to 2012, a 
performance considerably above world 
averages. With 4% growth over the rst 
nine months of 2013, Turkey delivered 
the message that it is continuing along its 
path despite crises before year-end gures 
have even come in. In light of these facts, 
it is possible to say that the 3.8% growth 
expectations of the IMF and many other 
such institutions will be beaten.

Exports are an important driving 
force behind Turkey’s growth. The 
export performance is worth highligh-
ting especially considering that Turkey 
is a country that imports, not produces 
raw material. Turkey, which aims for 
$500 billion in exports in the centen-
nial of the Republic in 2023, increased 
its export in January 2014 by 9.6% 
year-over-year to $12.15 billion. With 
that gure, Turkey broke the export re-
cord in the history of the Republic for 
January, cementing its commitment 
to its targets. TIM Chairman Mehmet 
Büyükek i underlines the importance 
of believing in long-term targets and 
pursuing them to the objective of tran-
sitioning to a high value-added eco-
nomy backed by R&D and innovation. 
He adds, “It is for this reason that there 
is a great responsibility on the shoul-
ders of the exporters and businesspe-
ople who guide our country’s future.” 
Though developments in the global 
economy may have caused uctuations 
in the exchange rate and turbulence in 
export markets, Turkey also has a fairly 
large domestic market demand.
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has accelerated privatizations as of late. 
Ranking toward the top among OECD 
countries in terms of the speed of priva-
tization and high-return tenders, Turkey 
obtained $8 billion from privatizations 
from 1986 to 2003, whereas from 2003 
to 2012, that gure was $36.2 billion. 
Besides the added resources and emp-
loyment created through privatization, 
Turkey has signi cant experience in dra-
wing foreign direct investment as well.

The stable performance Turkey 
exhibited especially in periods of crisis 
and the positive, reformist steps taken in 
the past decade distinguish its position 
in the eyes of international investors. Ac-
cording to the YASED-UNCTAD World 
Investment Report 2013, Turkey rose 
two ranks—up to 24th— in countries 
drawing the foreign direct investment 
worldwide and ranked 14th among 
developing countries and rst in the 
Western Asia region. In another YASED 
publication, “An Evaluation of FDI 
In ows in the Third Quarter of 2013,” 
Turkey was shown to have drawn $32 
billion in FDI from 2011 to Q3 2013, a 
major accomplishment. Foreign compa-
nies and investors are not just investing 
in Turkey—thanks to its economic sta-
bility, crisis experience, dynamic CEOs, 
and population that is young and educa-
ted, they are moving their management 
centers to the country.

In a study focusing on foreign in-
vestment in Turkey, the Prime Ministry 
Of ce of Public Diplomacy examined 
the reasons why large foreign corpora-
tions are choosing Turkey as a center of 
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The population of Turkey, half of 
which is under 30, totals some 75.6 
million people, and estimates for 
year-end 2014 is that this gure will 
have surpassed 76 million. Compared 
to Europe and the world at large, the 
young population, by contrast to the 
increasingly aging world population, 
puts Turkey at the top. With its popu-
lation, Turkey possesses the second-
largest domestic market in Europe. A 
similar picture emerges with popu-
lation growth rates, too, with Turkey 
having a 1.2% growth rate in 2012 as 
compared to a 0.2% average among EU 
countries, with the rate for Germany—
Europe’s driving force—down all the 
way to 0.1%. Meanwhile, the falling 
employment rate alongside the growth 
in the young population is a testament 
to the success of job creation and of the 
policies pursued.

Unemployment is one of the most 
important indicators of trust in national 
economies. Despite the population incre-
ase of 5 million from 2007 to 2012, there 
was a striking 1.1% decrease in unemp-
loyment. Exhibiting a major success by 
facilitating the participation of the young 
population in the economy, Turkey 
continued its positive performance in 
2013—in November, Turkey’s reported 
unemployment was 9.9%, while that of 
the EU was 10.9%. Privatizations and 
drawing foreign direct investment to 
Turkey play an important role in creating 
investment and boosting the economy.

In its efforts to create a truly 
competitive market economy, Turkey 
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of the Republic. Also among the key 
targets are maximizing usage of renewable 
sources such as wind and nishing the 
construction of nuclear power plants.

Another focus area for Turkey to 
maximize the advantage of its strategic 
position is logistics. With 45,000 trucks 
at present, Turkey has Europe’s largest 
truck eet, and with the 1.1 million 

ights that took place in 2012, the co-
untry is exing its muscle in air transport 
as well. Those ights carried 2.4 million 
tons of cargo and 130 million people. 
With 48 airports and projects under way, 
these gures will be rising even higher 
soon. Additionally, as a country surroun-
ded on three sides by seas and two straits 
of worldwide importance, Turkey gives 
exporters access to the farthest countries 
with its 76 ports and the 25th-largest 
shipping eet in the world.

Despite all its preparations and me-
asures, Turkey remains fragile due to its 
current account de cit. The precarious 
exchange rates have a negative impact 
on the country, yet Turkey continu-
es along its way. Although the Fed’s 
decision to cut off the ow of liquidity 
caused an initial ripple in the markets, 
the countries affected are still moving 
forward.

Turkey aims to reach a GDP of $2 
trillion and a GDP per capita of $25,000 
by 2023. Since 2011, the country has 
managed to quadruple its GDP. By 
giving more weight to local production, 
Turkey could reduce the inequality in its 
balance of trade and press down on its 
current account de cit. Provided that 
Turkey can weather the storm as it did 
in the previous crisis, its targets for 2023 
are very much in reach.
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investment. Increased con dence in the 
Turkish economy was the leading rea-
son, neatly summarizing foreign inves-
tors’ con dence in the economy. Another 
fact supporting this is that Turkey rose 
in the global ranks of the “Foreign Di-
rect Investment Con dence Index 2012” 
from 23rd in 2010 to 13th. The number 
of international companies operating all 
over Turkey is more than 34,000—this 
represents a sixfold increase in parallel 
with increasing con dence over the past 
decade since 2002, when the gure 
was around 5,000–6,000. The world’s 
largest companies—most of all Coca-
Cola as well as Microsoft, Intel, Master-
Card, and others—have started basing 
control of their international operations 
in Turkey, with the number of global 
companies managing their operations 
in the Middle East, Central Asia, North 
Africa, and even East Asia rising to 80. 
The advantage provided by its strategic 
position will bene t Turkey in another 
area too—energy.

Turkey is developing its position 
as an energy corridor. The petroleum 
and gas pipelines from its neighbors—
namely Iraq, Azerbaijan, Russia, and 
Iran—strengthen its hand in this area 
considerably. The possible addition of ot-
her pipelines from Egypt, Turkmenistan, 
and off the shores of Israel could further 
bolster Turkey’s key role. Turkey is loca-
ted in the center of the Middle East and 
Caspian region, which is home to more 

than 70% of the world’s proven petrole-
um and natural gas reserves. Although 
these regions possess rich energy resour-
ces, their positions do not allow them to 
send these resources to Western markets 
directly. Here, Turkey serves as a bridge 
between producer and consumer, and 
the Baku–Tbilisi–Ceyhan petroleum 
pipeline and Baku–Tbilisi–Erzurum 
natural gas pipeline projects are especi-
ally crucial to European energy security. 
Should these projects take place, Turkey 
could solve its issue with energy, one of 
Turkey’s largest line items in its current 
account de cit. 

In the long term, Turkey is also mo-
ving to better utilize its existing energy 
resources by 2023. Great investments are 
being made to put the country’s wealthy 
coal and water resources to use. Turkey 
plans to make all its existing domestic 
sources of energy, such as coal and hydro-
electric energy, usable by the centennial 
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“WE ARE 
TURNING 
THE GLOBAL 
CRISIS INTO AN 
OPPORTUNITY”

2013 was a trying time for Turkey, and the turbu-
lence is expected to continue through 2014. Econ-
omy Minister Nihat Zeybekci believes the crisis 
presents an opportunity to developing economies 

like Turkey and that these economies will soon leave devel-
oped economies in their wake with their high growth rates, 
adding that Turkey will increase its share in worldwide 

trade. The best example of this, he states emphatically, is in 
how Turkish businesses showed great courage and success by 
expanding to non-European markets during the global crisis, 
bringing export records to Turkey at a time when worldwide 
international trade was in a recession. Zeybekci provided 
his assessment of 2013 and his expectations for 2014 to The 
Turkish Perspective.

As the markets go through rough times, Economy Minister 
Nihat Zeybekci believes Turkey will pull through thanks 
to its political measures, scal and nancial structure, and 
day-by-day increasing weight in global trade.

33 The Turkish Perspective

BY CAN GÜRSU
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The Turkish economy passed 
some signi cant challenges in 
2013. What is your assessment 
of Turkey’s performance last 
year  What do you think 2014 
will bring
Increasing uncertainties in the 
global economy regarding the 
monetary policies of developed 
countries since May 2013 have 
taken in uence especially over 
developing economies. These un-
certainties have certainly affected 
Turkey, too. Yet despite these 
uncertainties and the negative 
circumstances they have created, 
we displayed good performance in 
2013 over the rst three quarters, 
especially in growth. The economy 
of Turkey grew at an average 
rate of 4% during the rst three 
quarters. We predict that we will 
have shown good performance 
in the last quarter, too, and end it 
above the revised Medium-Term 
Program (MTP) target of 3.6%. 
Our nongold export exhibited an 
increase of 6.8%. Likewise, there 
was a moderate recovery in our 
nongold current account de cit 
over the rst 11 months of 2013.

To look at 2014, the possibil-
ity of the Fed’s reducing its bond 
purchases and of uncertainties 
in the global economy, and that 
these will have real effects on the 
economy of Turkey, are currently 
being evaluated. But we think that 
Turkey will be affected by such 
developments minimally thanks 
to sound political measures, 
its strong scal and nancial 
structure, and its daily increas-
ing weight in global trade. We 
therefore foresee no revision to our 
2014 year-end growth and export 
MTP targets and that we will 
reach these targets. 

With the US Federal Bank’s 
recent decisions and the deci-
sions it is expected to make, the 
liquidity in circulation in the 
world has fallen and is predicted 
to continue to fall. What kinds of 

effects do you think this will have 
on developing countries like Tur-
key  What measures will you put 
into place to minimize Turkey’s 
exposure
An out ow of capital has occurred 
in developing economies, including 
Turkey, with the Fed cutting down 
its bond purchases. Although 
there have been signi cant surges 
especially in the exchange and 
interest rates in these countries, I 
do not think these will in uence 
the fundamental dynamics of the 
economies in a lasting way. The 
Central Bank of the Republic of 
Turkey is implementing various 
measures to minimize the short-
term effects of this situation on the 
economy of Turkey.

Turkey is preparing to sign free 
trade agreements with sev-
eral countries in the near future. 
Which countries are these  What 
contributions will the agreements 
bring to Turkey
The customs union between our 
country and the EU requires 
Turkey to conform to the EU’s 
trade policy. To that end, Turkey 
is negotiating similar agreements 
with countries that the EU has 
come to free trade agreements 
(FTAs) with based on the principle 
of mutual bene t. 

The signing of agreements 
with the EU’s FTA partners is 
important with respect to the 
proper functioning of the free 
circulation of goods in the area of 
the Customs Union, that is to say 
preventing outcomes such as the 
importation of goods from third 
countries through the EU by way 
of commercial diversion. Up to 
today, excluding 11 Central and 
Eastern European countries with 
which FTAs have been repealed 
due to their accession to the EU, 
FTAs have been signed with 19 
parties (EFTA, Israel, Macedonia, 
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Palestine, 
Tunisia, Morocco, Syria , Egypt, 
Albania, Georgia, Montenegro, 

Syria, Chile, Jordan, Lebanon, 
Mauritius, South Korea, and 
Kosovo). Of the aforementioned 
FTAs, those with the 17 countries 
besides Lebanon and Kosovo 
are in effect, while the Lebanon 
and Kosovo FTAs will come into 
effect with the completion of the 
approval process on their sides 
and, for Kosovo, on our side as 
well. Furthermore, the Malaysia 
FTA, on which negotiations have 
been concluded, is expected to be 
signed in April and the Moldova 
FTA in the rst half of 2014. 
Trade with our FTA partners 
accounted for 9.7% of our exports 
and 9.2% of our imports in 
2013. The FTAs we have in effect 
furnish advantageous entry into a 
$1.2 trillion imports market with 
a combined population of 270 
million and national income of 
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“Developmental differences among 
the regions will go down in the 
coming term, in line with our 
incentive system’s purpose.” 
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Turkey’s exports in 2013 to-
taled $151.9 billion, with exports 
excluding gold exhibiting a 
growth of 6.8%.

Positive developments are being 
seen in Region V and VI thanks 
to the incentive system. What de-
velopments have occurred since 
the incentive system came into 
effect  Is the ministry planning 
to carry out similar efforts in the 
coming term
Two fundamental changes were 
made in the incentive system to 
reduce the developmental differ-
ences between the provinces. The 

rst of these was the facilitation of 
the transition from the province 
group-based map to the province-

based map and the partitioning of 
our country into six regions based 
on the level of development of the 
provinces. The province group-
based system was heterogeneous 
in nature, whereas in the province-
based system, the investments 
have started being distributed 
more homogenously.

We have created quite attractive 
opportunities for investors with 
our incentive system. We clearly 
see that the attractive opportuni-
ties presented to them have been 
utilized very strikingly in the 
outcomes of the implementation. 
In the roughly 18-month period 
during which our incentive system 
has been effect, between June 
2012 and December 2013, incen-
tive certi cates were led for 7,483 
investment projects. The projected 
investment amount as per these 
certi cates is TRY 131.8 billion, 
while the projected number of 
jobs is about 287,000.

The success of our new system 
is clearer on comparing these 
results with the preceding period. 
Over the previous 18-month pe-
riod, we see a 12% increase in the 
number of investment projects, 
that is to say incentive certi cates, 
of 53% in the projected invest-
ment amount, and of 37% in the 
projected number of jobs. 

Meanwhile, the number of 
strategic investments has gone up 
to 12. Projected investment spend-
ing within the context of these 12 
projects alone is TRY 12.8 billion. 
These investments are projects 
that will contribute to reducing 
our country’s dependence on im-
ports, just as we aimed when es-
tablishing the system. Once these 
investments in the petrochemical, 
chemical products, pharmaceuti-
cal, and metal production elds 
are completed, they will provide 
great contributions to reducing 
our current account de cit.

Looking at the sectorial distri-
bution of the incentive certi -
cates we have issued, we see that 

$3.5 trillion as of 2013. Mean-
while, concentrated efforts are 
under way to contract FTAs with 
third countries. To this end, FTA 
negotiations with 15 countries 
and country groups (Japan, 
Singapore, Ukraine, Mexico, Co-
lombia, Ecuador, Peru, the Demo-
cratic Republic of the Congo, 
Ghana, Cameroon, the Seychelles, 
the Persian Gulf Cooperation 
Council , Libya, Mercosur, and 
the Faroe Islands) are ongoing, 
while attempts to initiate nego-
tiations with ten countries and 
country groups (the US, Canada, 
Thailand, India, Indonesia, Viet-
nam, Algeria, South Africa, the 
CACM, and other countries in the 
African, Caribbean, and Paci c) 
are under way. The worldwide im-
ports of the countries with which 
our country is conducting FTA 
negotiations or working to initiate 
negotiations constitute a $7 tril-
lion market. It is notable that not 
only commercial and economic 
relations but also political rela-
tions with countries Turkey has 
signed FTAs with have acquired 
greater stability.

Through the Turquality project, 
we provide guidance toward global 
brand development, direction, 
and comprehensive support for 
companies that have the potential 
to become brands. 



the manufacturing sector ranks 
rst with 4,462 certi cates (a 

60% share). That is followed by 
the services sector with 2,098 
certi cates (28%). The manu-
facturing sector leads in terms 
of projected investment outlays 
with about TRY 53 billion, and 
the energy sector ranks second 
with TRY 39 billion.

Compared to the preced-
ing 18-month period, it is clear 
that there have been signi cant 
increases in the number of 
certi cates and projected invest-
ment amounts in all sectors. 
Although a decrease in number 
may have occurred in energy and 
agricultural projects speci cally, 
by investment outlays the invest-
ments to be made in the energy 
sector have showed an increase of 
81%. Truly striking, however, is 
that while the number of projects 
to take place in the manufactur-
ing sector has increased 18%, 
the projected investment outlays 
have increased 71%.

Since our new incentive system 
came into effect, in terms of 
results obtained, Region VI was 
the region that saw the larg-
est increases in the number of 
investment incentive certi cates 
issued, xed investment outlay 
projections, and employment 
projections. 

The investments in Region VI 
have grown 56% by number over 
the previous 18-month period, 
209% by projected investment 
outlay, and 235% by projected 
employment. Since June 20, 
2012, incentive certi cates have 
been issued for 923 investment 
projects, worth TRY 11.1 billion, to 
be implemented in Region VI. The 
number of jobs to be created with 
these certi cates is 49,703. Region 
V investments, on the other hand, 
have grown 11% by number over 
the previous 18-month period, 
29% by projected investment 
outlay, and 47% by projected 
employment. Since June 20, 

2012, incentive certi cates have 
been issued for 694 investment 
projects, worth TRY 8.3 billion, to 
be implemented in Region V. The 
number of jobs to be created with 
these certi cates is 27,056.

These results show that the 
developmental differences among 
the regions will go down in the 
coming term, in line with our in-
centive system’s purpose. I would 
like to state emphatically that the 
environment of peace, trust, and 
stability secured in the region have 
been in uential in achieving these 
results.

As can be understood from 
these arrangements, our incen-
tive system is dynamic in nature. 
In this regard, we closely moni-
tor the pulse of all sectors and 
quickly implement the necessary 
arrangements. Likewise, nobody 
should have any doubt that we 
will take note of private sector 
demands and national and in-
ternational developments in the 
coming term to bring into effect 
every measure to clear the way 
for our investors.

Turkey has grown threefold over 
the past decade, and you have the 
aim of growing three times more 
in the coming decade. What 
are you planning to do to bring 
about this growth  
We, as Turkey, aim to be one 
of the world’s great economies 

in 2023. We aim for a Turkey 
with $500 billion goods and 
$150 billion services exports, 
a 1.5% share in world trade, a 
$2 trillion economy, and per 
capita national income that has 
reached $25,000. As the Minis-
try of Economy, we are working 
toward these targets and using 
our policy tools effectively. One 
of the policy tools most impor-
tant to reaching our targets is 
our investment incentive system. 
Through the incentive system, 
we offer signi cant supports to 
high-tech industries requiring 
large-scale investments, such as 
the machinery and electronics 
industries, aerospace crafts and 
components manufacturing, 
and pharmaceutical production. 
Our next efforts will be toward 
increasing the role of production 
in high-tech industries that cre-
ate high value added.

Exports are a signi cant driv-
ing force for Turkey. What 
plans do you have for R D and 
innovation to help reach the 
export target for 2023
To reach the economic and 
export targets we have set for 
2023, we aim to shift toward 
competition based not on price 
but on quality, and we provide 
support to our exporters. We 
know for certain the following: 
If we keep competing on price, 
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Turkey’s 
trade with 
its FTA 
partners 
accounted 
for 9.7% of 
its exports 
and 9.2% of 
its imports 
in 2013.



more time. Meanwhile, Africa is 
becoming an increasingly impor-
tant market for Turkey. What 
developments do you expect in 
foreign trade in the years ahead
Since 2009, within the scope of 
our market diversi cation strat-
egy as the Ministry of Economy, 
we have increased the impor-
tance we give to the Middle 
Eastern and African markets 
to a signi cant degree. As you 
know, until the global crisis, our 
exporters traditionally shied 
from entering markets outside 
of Europe, yet during the global 
crisis, Turkish businesspeople, 
showing exemplary courage and 
success, expanded to markets 
outside of Europe. Through 
that, our exporters managed to 
deliver export records for our 
country in a period of reced-
ing international trade world-
wide. With the proactive policy 
measures developed by deeply 
probing the market, our country 
is foremost among the countries 
to see and take advantage of the 
growing market in Africa and 
the Middle East. The poles are 
now shifting in world trade; the 
economic balances in the world 
are escaping the sole control of 
the Western economies. In our 
studies and in the estimates of 
international institutions, we can 
see that the developing econo-
mies will soon leave behind the 
developed economies with their 
high growth rates. In this regard, 
we are experiencing a period in 
which a move toward market 
diversi cation has emerged as 
a requirement. Competition in 
world trade is more heated today 
than ever before. For a coun-
try to increase its share in the 
climate of mounting competi-
tion is as important an issue 
for developed economies as it is 
for developing economies. The 
attempts of developed econo-
mies to change the rules of the 
game through commercial and 

investment partnerships among 
each other, the rapid prolifera-
tion of partnerships that had 
no foundation until today, is 
an example of concerns for the 
future. Therefore, world trade 
will leave the purview of the 
Western economies in the com-
ing term and increase its global 
importance. The outstanding 
effort and diligence of the indus-
trialists and businesspeople in 
our country will, with proactive 
policy measures implemented 
by our government, turn these 
developments into opportunity.

What are your assessments on 
the recent developments sur-
rounding the Turkish lira  What 
results do you expect them to 
bear in relation to exporters and 
investors
Recently, the local currencies 
of just about all of the develop-
ing economies have devalued 
signi cantly. In Turkey, too, the 
Turkish lira lost value. What is 
important to our exporters is 
for the exchange rate to gain 
stability. What is truly important 
is for our goods and services to 
develop in character and enable 
competitiveness. To this end, 
the investment incentive system 
we, as the Ministry of Economy, 
are running, and the efforts in 
design, innovation, and R&D, 
are important for increasing our 
international competitiveness. 
By producing competitive, high 
tech, high value-added products, 
which currently account for a 
low share in our exports, we 
can thus increase our say in the 
global market.

our rivals in East Asia today 
will, in the near future, be joined 
by African and Latin Ameri-
can countries. We would have 
numerous competitors able to 
produce and sell products at a 
lower price through cheap labor. 
To escape this spiral, we must 
produce quality, brand-name, 
high value-added products dis-
tinguished by innovation, R&D, 
and quality design, and employ 
effective marketing strategies as 
we participate in the interna-
tional markets.

We work nonstop at the Min-
istry of Economy to establish the 
foundation for realizing such a 
vision. The support we provide 
for the export of goods and ser-
vices, our new incentive system, 
and our efforts toward drawing 
foreign direct investment have 
all been designed to serve this 
end. Of these supports, through 
the Turquality project, we 
provide guidance toward global 
brand development, direction, 
and comprehensive support for 
companies that have the poten-
tial to become brands. 

Additionally, with the aims 
of spreading a culture of design 
across our country, increas-
ing the number of quali ed 
designers we have, and helping 
our companies active in both 
fashion design and industrial 
design to develop and promot-
ing these companies and our 
country’s strength in design 
internationally, we have in 
place a design subsidy. Thirteen 
design companies and 20 design 
competitions organized by the 
exporters’ associations, and the 
overseas education costs of the 
43 designers who quali ed in 
those competitions, are being 
supported by our ministry as 
part of the design subsidy.

Signs of a recovery are appear-
ing in the United States. Europe, 
on the other hand, needs some 

“ Turkey’s exports in 2013 totaled 
151.9 billion dollars, with goods 
exports exhibiting a growth of 5.8 
percent.” 
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Turkey’s economy appears to revolve 
around Istanbul and its surroundings. 

Soon, however, things may not be quite as 
they seem. The latest export developments 

in Southeast and East Anatolia have 
brought a spring to the region’s step. 

Efforts to enliven the regional economy 
had been struggling for years until nally 

starting to bear fruit in 2013, when the 
East Anatolia region managed to raise its 
exports by 25% and Southeast Anatolia 
broke a record as the value of its exports 

surpassed $10 billion.

WAVE OF 
REVITALIZATION  

WASHES OVER

EASTERN 
TURKEY

BY  FİGEN AYPEK AYVACI
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I N 2013, THE EAST 

Anatolia region’s 
exports totaled 
$1.2 billion. 
For Southeast 
Anatolia, the cor-

responding gure was $10.33 
billion. Considering Turkey’s 
exports totaled $151.71 last 
year, and by comparison to 
the $63.8 billion export of 
Istanbul alone, these gures 
may seem minor. The progress 
exhibited by the two regions, 
however, represents a massive 
step for the bene t of the 
area’s future.

 
PEACE BENEFITS 
LOCAL ECONOMY
The steps taken to curtail 
terrorism, a perpetual thorn 
in the nation’s esh, have led 
to an economic recovery in the 
region, thanks to which East 
Anatolia’s exports increased by 
25%. Violence aside, terrorism 
clearly threatens the region 
on an economic level as well, 
menacing regional develop-
ment. Until recently, terror 
stood in the way of investment 
and incentives; moreover, it 
was an albatross around the 
economy’s neck. The mea-
sures taken to end terrorism 
touched the region like magic, 
and as belief that the neces-
sary security for investment 
was being provided gradually 
prevailed, the manufactur-
ing industry was allowed to 

ourish and start exporting its 
products.

In terms of exports, East 
and Southeast Anatolia are 
really a gateway of sorts for 
Turkey to the Middle East and 
Asia, providing easy reach to 
such high-potential markets 
as Iran, Iraq, Syria, and Leba-
non. Until recently, the impor-
tance of East and Southeast 

Anatolia in exports was seen 
as being very minor compared 
to the rest of the country. 
However, with the search for 
new markets, the mounting 
need in Turkey’s east for prod-
ucts that do not necessitate 
high-tech production, and a 
regional enlivening thanks to 
incentives, their importance is 
signi cantly higher today. The 
logistical advantage brought 
by easy access to neighboring 
countries further stimulates 
exports. And even when 
Turkey’s relations with other 
countries (Iran, for example) 
are occasionally strained for 
political reasons, its status as a 
bridge to Europe prevents any 
signi cant impact on trade 
with those countries. Abdül-
kadir Ç kmaz, Chairman of 
the Southeast Anatolia Ex-
porters Association (GA B), 

foremost among which are, 
respectively, Iraq, Syria, Saudi 
Arabia, Libya, the US, Italy, 
Germany, the UK, Russia, and 
Egypt.” Iraq comfortably ac-
counts for the largest share in 
Southeast Anatolia’s exports. 
Ç kmaz notes that exports to 
Syria were at a record high 
before the internal tumult 
took hold, reaching $220 
million before diving down to 
zero, and he continues, “The 
Syrian opposition groups hold 
control over the regions that 
border us. Although we do not 
have direct contact with the 
Syrian government, we export 
the basic products needed for 
survival to the area held by the 
opposition groups, and this 
export neared 400 million 
dollars in 2013.”
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ÇIKMAZ: “MIDDLE EASTERN 
COUNTRIES RANK FIRST IN OUR 
REGION’S EXPORTS WITH A 62.3 
PERCENT SHARE, FOLLOWED BY 
THE EU WITH 13.8 PERCENT.”

Pipes being produced in 
Eastern Turkey.

$41.2
EAST ANATOLIAN 

EXPORTS

SOUTHEAST 
ANATOLIAN EXPORTS

$10.3
BILLION

BILLION

elaborates on the logistical 
advantage of Turkey’s position 
as regards its neighboring 
countries: “Middle Eastern 
countries rank rst in our 
region’s exports with a 62.3 
percent share, followed by the 
EU with a 13.8 percent share 
and countries in Africa in 
third place with a 9.3 percent 
share. Our exports are sent 
to a total of 190 countries, 



for around 89% of national 
machine-made carpet pro-
duction. With major invest-
ments and capacity increases 
in recent years, Gaziantep has 
become one of the world’s 
leading hubs of machine-
made carpet production. 
There are 135 companies 
manufacturing carpets in the 
region and most of them are 
focused on the export market. 
With the added consider-
ation of companies providing 
equipment and services to the 
industry, such as machinery, 
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CEMAL ŞENGEL 

Chairman, Eastern Anatolia 
Exporters Association

Because of its geographical 
position and the minerals 
it possesses, the Eastern 
Anatolia region is a region 
that could be self-suf cient. If 
the peace process continues, 
we could pull our 2023 
targets ve years forward 
and achieve them in 2018, 
even. The 2013 export was 
above what we expected 
despite dif culties with 
neighboring countries. Our 
export will increase further on 
the account of international 
agreements with and the 
lifting of embargoes on Iran. 
Meanwhile, Eastern Anatolia 
presents a pristine territory 
and new opportunities. 
Before, we would invite only 
major industrialists from our 
region to invest in the region. 
Now, we call all industrialists 
to invest in Eastern Anatolia. 
This is a region that has a 
high market share and is yet 
untouched—the winner will 
be whoever acts rst.
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A REGIONAL 
LINCHPIN: GAZIANTEP
The beauty of Southeast 
Anatolia’s cities is legendary. 
Gaziantep, considered the 
region’s primary linchpin, 
accounts for the largest con-
tribution to the export record. 
Ç kmaz elaborates: “2013 was 
a new high for our export. 
The exports recorded by the 
Southeast Anatolian Export-
ers Associations totaled 9.37 
billion dollars, corresponding 
to an increase of 14.2 percent. 
Other exporters’ associations 
recorded exports rose to a total 
of 667.88 million dollars. Our 
association’s recorded export 
volume thus rose by 11.8 
percent to reach 10.33 billion 
dollars, surpassing the 10 bil-
lion dollar line and setting the 

all-time record in the history 
of our association.”

In Turkey, pistachios are 
known as “antepf st ,” mean-
ing “the nut of Antep.” With 
exports last year in excess 
of $6.47 billion, as Ç kmaz 
points out, Gaziantep was 
Turkey’s sixth-leading export 
province. He explains, “Among 
the foremost export industries 
in our province are pulses, 
grains, oil-bearing seeds, and 
the products of these; carpets, 
textiles, and their raw materi-
als; chemicals; and metals 
both ferrous and nonferrous.” 
Of these industries, Gaziantep 
is a top contender in carpets 
especially—over 50% of 
worldwide piece-woven carpet 
exports come from Turkey, 
and Gaziantep accounts 

repairs, maintenance, and 
servicing, the number of com-
panies in the led is upward of 
250. Selahattin Kaplan, Chair-
man of the Southeast Anatolia 
Carpet Exporters  Association, 
said in an announcement 
that Turkey no longer has any 
serious rivals internationally 
when it comes carpets. “It 
used to be that other countries 
would guide the industry, but 
we have undertaken that task 
now. However, our task is even 
more of a challenge now—our 
responsibility has mounted. 
As we proceed con dently 
on one hand, on the other we 
strive to create innovations to 
the end of the progress of the 
carpet industry,”

Being essential to eco-
nomic productivity, R&D 
and innovation efforts occupy 
signi cant space in the agenda 
of East and Southeast Ana-
tolia, too. GA B is doing all it 
can to further the successes it 
enjoyed in 2013, says Ç kmaz. 
The organization provides its 
assurance in solving problems 
faced by its members in R&D 
and innovation. The export 
target for 2014 is higher, says 
Ç kmaz, according to whom 
peak targets are $11.5 billion 
for the region and $7 billion 
for Gaziantep.

EAST ANATOLIA THE 
FASTEST-GROWING 
EXPORT REGION
It used to be that news from 
Eastern Anatolia was invari-
ably about terror or harsh 
wintertime weather. Today, the 
region is making a name for 
itself through its export gures, 
which may still be the lowest 
in Turkey with a $1.2 billion 
total but have exhibited 25% 
year-over-year growth in 2013.

Eastern Anatolia Export-
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in the region was Malatya 
with $401.8 million. Elaz  
increased its export by 375% 
and Mu  by 180%—Elaz  
led the pack in export growth, 
and minerals and metals 
accounted for a very large part 
of its export. Also in 2013, 
Tunceli—the only province in 
Turkey not involved in exports 
in 2012—had recorded 
exports worth $21,000, 
mostly consisting of fruits and 
vegetables bound toward the 
Netherlands. 
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The peace process 
prevailing in East 

Anatolia instills 
trust in investors.
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ABDÜLKADİR ÇIKMAZ

Coordinating Chairman, 
Southeastern Anatolia Exporters’ 
Association

Our region’s export, which 
has made stable progress 
above the national average 
in recent years, and the 
experiences we have obtained 
indicate that we must now 
turn toward higher value-
added products in exports. 
We observe with great joy 
that our companies and 
concerned organizations 
have started to allocate a 
great amount of time and 
resources toward R&D and 
innovation. We can easily say 
that suf cient infrastructure 
in this eld has formed and 
that the ratio of high value-
added products in our export 
will increase continually in 
the years to come.

Gaziantep will, in the near 
future, become the Middle 
East’s logistical, nancial, 
and insurance hub.  Our aim 
is for Gaziantep’s export to 
surpass $30 billion and for 
the region’s export to surpass 
$40 billion.

Turkey was one of the 
countries to suffer the least 
from the global crisis in 
2009, and it did that through 
the national unity and to-
getherness it was able to ex-
hibit at the most challenging 
of times. That success—
something other countries 
observe with envy—is a trea-
sure derived from our nation’s 
cultural roots. In recognition 
of that treasure, we believe 
fully that we will, through the 
same spirit and belief, fur-
ther our efforts and realize 
the $500 billion export target 
set as part of the 2023 export 
strategy.

ers Association Chairman 
Cemal engel presented to us 
a comparison of 2013 to 1987. 
In 1987, the region exported 
three types of goods to just six 
countries. Last year, these g-
ures rose to 191 countries and 
8,894 products. A major aim 
for the association, according 
to engel, is the proliferation 
of a culture of international 
trade. They are also working 
to increase the supply of high-
quality, trustworthy products 
and to effect lasting solutions 

EXPORT OF 
MEDIUM- AND 
HIGH-TECH 
GOODS  
(USD MILLION)

HATAY  
158

 

ISTANBUL 
20,280

TEK RDA  
187

BURSA  
7,990

AYDIN 
123

KOCAEL  
1,948

ANKARA 
1,846

DEN ZL  
252

KONYA 
413

KAYSER  
280

GAZ ANTEP  
415

ANTALYA 
104

ESK EH R  
309

ADANA 
393

SAKARYA 
1,519

IZMIR 
1,597

MAN SA 
545

to structural problems affect-
ing exports.

The peace process prevail-
ing in East Anatolia instills 
trust in investors, a crucial 
matter according to engel, 
who points out that inves-
tors coming to the reign are 
interested especially in areas 
where incentives are provided. 
Investors must act quickly, he 
warns—since the region is still 
practically pristine, those ar-
riving early have much to gain.
By province, the top exporter 



INCENTIVES 
FUNNELED EASTWARD
East and Southeast Anatolia 
were the regions that bene t-
ted most from the govern-
ment’s new legal system. 
From June 2012 to November 
2013, 825 investment projects 
with price tags of $9.7 billion 
were commissioned for the 
area. The gures showed that 

fteen provinces compris-
ing the East and Southeast 
accounted for the majority 
of state incentives—over the 
past 17 months, incentive 
certi cates were issued for 825 
investment projects worth 
TRY 9.7 billion in Region VI. 
Investments in that region ex-
hibited year-over-year growth 
of 51%, 181%, and 192%. The 
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Textile 
production 
in Eastern 
Turkey.

EYÜP BARTIK

Chairman, Gaziantep Chamber of 
Commerce

Gaziantep accounted for 
65% of the region’s export. 
Over 60% of the export (to 
190 countries) is sent to 
Middle Eastern countries, 
and on that point, our 
geographical position creates 
an important advantage 
for us. Furthermore, 
Gaziantep’s industry and 
market diversity, together 
with its manufacturing 
and commercial capability, 
are factors in uencing its 
performance, along with 
its ability to adapt quickly 
to the global business cycle. 
Gaziantep continues to grow 
with an export level above 
the cumulative national 
average, and in 2024 we aim 
to sustain this increase to 
reach $7 billion in exports. 
Furthermore, Gaziantep is 
progressing steadily toward 
its $30 billion export target 
for 2023. We have quite 
a bit of experience as to 
how global economic and 
political developments 
could in uence this target. 
Gaziantep possesses a 
commercial culture that 
can act accordingly with 
the zeitgeist and has the 
knowledge and experience 
allowing it to seek different 
paths when the main ones are 
blocked. However, rst of all, 
we should create high value-
added products and global 
brands. As Turkey accounts 
for 68% of carpet exports, 
we should be aware of how 
many carpets we must sell to 
import a single smartphone. 
Our target markets should be 
high-GDP countries. That’s 
the only way for us to reach 
the target for 2023.

jobs created within the context 
of the $9.7 billion investment 
project are expected to num-
ber around 40,600.

The cities bordering the two 
regions now enjoying a prolif-
eration of jobs and economic 
rejuvenation, which are key to 
exports. As rnak Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry 
Chairman Osman Geli  says, 
although commercial activity 
in the border towns might not 
be at desired levels yet, they 
still account for a noteworthy 
portion of Turkey’s exports, 
with such provinces as I d r, 
A r , Hakkari, rnak, Mardin, 
Hatay, Kilis, and Gaziantep 
now focusing on the export 
market instead of the domes-
tic market.

HOPES INCREASING 
THROUTH THE AREA
“Our country is an important 
bridge between the Middle 
East and the West in terms of 
cultural and economic relations. 
Gaziantep and the Southeast 
Anatolia region comprise the 
Middle Eastern end of this 
bridge. This area was estab-
lished along the 2,000-year-
old Silk Road, which starts in 
China and extends all the way 
to Europe. The fundamentals 
of productivity and commercial 
acumen date back to antiquity,” 
says GA B Chairman Ç kmaz. 
“If we can further develop our 
culture of working together and 
compete not with each other 
but with the world, maintaining 
and improving this situation 
will be possible. Furthermore, 
because of geographical and 
cultural proximity, our region 
possesses the most attractive 
means for investors targeting 
their exports to Middle Eastern 
countries. When you look at 
a map, you’ll see that indus-
trial zones and compounds 
completely surround the urban 
residential area,” says Ç kmaz, 
emphasizing the enthusiasm of 
the workforce and the region’s 
highly advantageous location.
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Erik Peterson, Managing Director of A.T. Kearney’s Global 
Business Policies Council (GBPC), provided his views on trends in 
worldwide business, Turkey’s position in its region, how Turkey’s 
demographic shifts will in uence trends, and the concept of 
leadership in the changing world order for The Turkish Perspective.

TURKEY  
HAS A BRIGHT 
FUTURE

BY  BARAN KARAKUZU BY ŞEREF YILMAZ
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According to Peterson, competitiveness 
emerges as one of the most critical factors 
in an environment of increasingly heated 
competition among developed and devel-
oping countries alike. Turkey, he believes, 
is well positioned to improve its position 
based on a number of intrinsic character-
istics and worldwide trends.  “We’re also 
committed to helping leaders across the 
region to think about these long-range fu-
ture trends,” he says of his work at GBPC. 

How do you view the latest global 
trends, especially as they relate to 
developing countries, against the back-
drop of economic balances shifting 
from West to East?
I would like to begin by stressing that we 
are in a period of signi cant economic 
transition at the moment. We’re coming 
out now of the period of recovery from the 
economic recession in 2008–2009 and 
entering now into what I believe to be an 
interesting new period as we go forward. 
We’re now seeing a slight uptick in terms of 
global economic growth—macroeconomic 
growth—that is re ected in the data from 
the World Bank and IMF. But that slight 
improvement, what I think is a very asym-
metric outlook in terms of regions across 
the world. What we are seeing now after 
a period of very rapid economic growth 
in many developing countries is a slight 
slowdown in some of those countries. On 
the other hand, prospects are stronger in 
the advances economies, in the US and 
even Europe now. We just had a signi cant 
growth recorded in the US for the fourth 
quarter of 2013, and the projections now 
suggest that 2014 will be a stronger year for 
growth in the US, perhaps above 2% for 
the entire year. The focus on Europe now 
suggests that Europe may be through the 
worst. Of course, at the World Economic 
Forum we heard from Mr. Draghi that 
prospects for the coming year might be 
much better than what forecasters are 
suggesting. The bottom line here is that 
we are seeing resurgent growth in the 
advanced economies, while in some of the 
developing economies we are seeing more 
signi cant challenges. Now, my colleague 
Michel Weiss, he and I had the opportu-
nity months ago to visit a range of people 
in Istanbul and Ankara, and we told them 
this exact story. And things are beginning 
to turn out as we thought they would.

Turkey’s population is young right 
now. In ten years, as the young popula-
tion starts to decline, where do you 
see Turkey in the context of changing 
economic trends?
Demographic issues are absolutely 
critical as we think about the outlook 
not only for Turkey but for all of the 
other emerging economies, and even 
the advanced economies. You raised an 

important question in looking at the age 
pro les. We’ve been looking at both ad-
vanced and developing countries across 
the world and what we expect to see is 
that many of them are going to have two 
important changes on their horizons. 
The rst is that they are going to peak 
with respect to their overall population, 
which we expect Turkey to do in 2050 or 
so. A number of countries will get there 

Turkey, with its strong 
macroeconomic 

parameters and climate of 
political con dence and 

stability, has characteristics 
to distinguish it positively 

among the developing 
countries. 
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I BELIEVE TURKEY, FOR A VARIETY OF REASONS, HAS VERY STRONG 
PROSPECTS GOING FORWARD, BUT WHAT IT CLEARLY NEEDS TO DO IS TO 
STABILIZE THE EFFECTS OF THESE INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL SHIFTS IN THE 
SHORT TERM, AFTER WHICH IT SHOULD PUT INTO PLACE THE 
BROADER COMPETITIVENESS PROGRAM.



earlier—China, for example, will see its 
aggregate population peak sometime in 
the 2030s, we believe, and even India in 
the 2060s, as well as a number of other 
countries. On top of that, as you suggest, 
within those populations we’ll be seeing 
an aging phenomenon. Many countries, 
especially some of those with advanced 
economies, are facing that right now, 
and soon a number of the key emerging 
economies will be too. 

Now, Turkey, by virtue of its geograph-
ical position, is ideally suited to connect 
the core regions of the world—Europe 
with the Middle East with Central Asia 
et cetera. It has a dynamic that will work 
for us, signi cant momentum, a very 
positive physical infrastructure… 
A number of forces, I believe, all suggest 
that Turkey, if it can get its situation sta-
bilized and position itself for the future, 
has very solid prospects. 

The IMF has issued growth rate 
predictions for developing countries 
and emerging markets of 5.1% in 2014 
and 5.4% in 2015. How do you expect 
Turkey, as a developing country, to 
respond to this expectation despite 
regional disturbances?
There can be no doubt whatsoever that 
the current circumstances have brought 
serious challenges to economic, com-
mercial, and monetary authorities not 
only in Turkey but also in other develop-
ing countries. We’re seeing right now for 
a variety of reasons a shift with regard to 
a number of international capital ows 
and ows of trade. This was predict-
able, as I suggested earlier—in fact, A.T. 
Kearney has been pointing to this pos-
sibility in Turkey and elsewhere for quite 
some time. Then the question is this: 
how can the developing economies, led 
by the gigantic economies such as China 
and India, as well as Turkey, respond? I 
think the core challenge is putting into 
place reforms in an environment where 
we’re seeing higher interest rates, pres-
sures on currencies, and signi cant new 
international competitiveness pressures. 
The challenge to these economies will be 
to put very solid reforms in place so they 
look increasingly competitive relative to 
other economies. And here I think that a 
number of opportunities exist for Turkey 
that only remain to be achieved. 

sis, especially for developing countries?
All emerging markets right now, in this 
postrecovery period after the great reces-
sion, will face new and signi cant chal-
lenges when it comes to reforming their 
economies and increasing their levels of 
competitiveness. They’ve had several years 
of very low interest rates and opportunities 
to develop infrastructure and enact critical 
reforms. And that creates higher levels 
of competitiveness. Some countries have 
succeeded in making signi cant progress 
in this regard and others have had more 
dif culties. I believe Turkey, for a variety of 
reasons, has very strong prospects going 
forward, but what it clearly needs to do 
is to stabilize the effects of these interna-
tional capital shifts in the short term, after 
which it should put into place the broader 
competitiveness program I mentioned. 
But I have to say that we’re very hopeful 
for Turkey in 2014.

What are your thoughts on the competi-
tive environment in Turkey? How are 
Turkish companies helping in raising 
the next generation of leaders?
In my view, another core factor in terms of 
the competitiveness—the future competi-
tiveness—of countries like Turkey is the 
extent to which the key companies in the 
private sector can work with the govern-
ment, the educational community, and 
other groups to put together interesting, 
important coalitions to help raise the 
broader competitiveness pro le. We saw 
a lot of this discussion in Davos, at the 
World Economic Forum, with regard to 
the notion of bringing together a number 
of interested parties. I think that’s a very 
important factor as we look at future 
competitiveness in Turkey and other 
emerging markets, as well as the advanced 
economies. Finally, let me say that A.T. 
Kearney, our company, is very committed 
to identifying these kinds of correlations, 
looking for these kinds of signals. We’re 
also committed to helping leaders across 
the region to think about these long-
range future trends, because it’s abso-
lutely essential now that business and 
government leaders be prepared for these 
kinds of very big challenges and opportu-
nities that they face. So we’re very grateful 
for our interaction with our friends in 
Turkey in that regard and look forward to 
working with them in the future.
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Turkey is located at the concourse of 
such highly important energy corridors 
as the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline and the 
Baku/Tbilisi–Ceyhan Railway. What ad-
vantages will the energy corridors near 
Turkey provide in the coming term?
I think they’ll be signi cant for a num-
ber of reasons, the rst of which is that 
internationally, we’re seeing not only 
increases in demand but also big shifts 
with regard to the direction of energy 

ows. We’ve had a big change in North 
America—the US and Canada—as a 
result of shale production, which has 
changed the pattern of energy move-
ment in this part of the world. And I be-
lieve that as we continue to see serious 
growth in the Middle East, and beyond 
that in Asia—especially East Asia—we’ll 
see a redirection of the ows of energy. 
Clearly, Turkey is well positioned to 
bene t from that process.

It is said that the economic outlook for 
the euro zone will further improve this 
year. To what extent will this in u-
ence Turkey as regards international 
investors?
It’s certainly the case that Turkey is 
linked with Europe and it’s de nitely 
been a dif cult period in the aftermath 
of the 2008–2009 great recession for 
Europe, which has suffered a number 
of cascading nancial and economic 
crises. I’m very hopeful now and I think 
the evidence suggests that the worst is 
now behind. The European countries 
have responded, many of them with 
signi cant austerity programs and other 
signi cant reforms. And I’m convinced 
that the prospects for this year may be 
even brighter from some of the forecasts 
we’ve seen from the IMF, the World 
Bank, and other groups. All that sug-
gests a signi cant upside for Turkey by 
virtue of a range of things—it’s not only 
the trade ows, the ow of labor, and 
other economic factors. In the end, I 
hope we’ll see economic dynamism in 
Europe and for that to extend to Turkey 
as it moves into the year. 

According to the World Bank’s report 
on global economic projections, high-
income economies are expected to fully 
recover from the crisis in ve years. 
What kill be key to overcoming the cri-
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With its major IT investments and partnerships 
secured over the past few years, Borsa stanbul 
is aiming for regional leadership. The strategic 
partnership between Borsa stanbul and 
NASDA  OM  was made of cial with a gong 
ceremony held on January 20.

BY CAN GÜRSU BY ŞEREF YILMAZ



W  ITH MAKING 
Istanbul one 
of the world’s 
ten most im-
portant nan-
cial centers as 

one of the targets of Turkey’s Vision for 
2023, a strategic cooperation agreement 
between NASDAQ OMX Group and 
Borsa stanbul was sealed on December 
31, 2013 and the of cial ceremony for 
the partnership was held on January 
20, 2014 on the Borsa stanbul Trading 
Floor. Governor of Istanbul Hüseyin Avni 
Mutlu, Borsa stanbul Chairman and 
CEO brahim M. Turhan, PhD, NAS-
DAQ OMX Group CEO Robert Greifeld, 
and high-ranking executives from both 
organizations attended the ceremony. 

“WE ARE BRINGING 
GLOBAL STANDARDS”
Speaking at the ceremony, Hüseyin 
Avni Mutlu, Governor of Istanbul 
noted that Istanbul offers great con-
tributions to cooperation by virtue of 
its power and energy in the region and 
stated that the partnership between 
the two exchanges was an important 
step toward Istanbul’s integration with 

the world. Taking the podium after 
Governor Mutlu, Borsa stanbul Chair-
man and CEO brahim M. Turhan, PhD 
said that with this partnership, which 
includes technology package acquisi-
tion, NASDAQ OMX will contribute 
both human resources and know-how 
to Borsa stanbul in 30 different proj-
ects ranging from index calculation to 
marketing. NASDAQ OMX Group CEO 
Robert Greifeld went on to speak of the 
conclusion of two years of joint efforts to 
realize the partnership, through which 
NASDAQ OMX will contribute to Borsa 
stanbul while learning signi cantly at 

the same time, adding, “We have clearly 
put forward what we want to achieve. 
We are bringing to Borsa stanbul what 
we call global standards.”

Following the speeches, Governor of 
Istanbul Hüseyin Avni Mutlu, Borsa 
stanbul Chairman and CEO brahim 

M. Turhan, PhD, NASDAQ OMX CEO 
Robert Greifeld, NASDAQ OMX Group 
Vice Chairman Sandy Meyer Frucher, 
NASDAQ OMX Group Senior Vice 
President Market Technology Lars Ot-
tersgard, and Borsa stanbul Executive 
Vice Presidents Mustafa Baltac  and Ali 
Çöplü struck the gong together. 

IMPROVED 
TRANSPARENCY AND 
INVESTOR PROTECTION
Borsa stanbul, through subsidiaries Takas-
bank and the Central Securities Deposi-
tory Agency (MKK), is the sole provider 
in Turkey of trading, settlement, custody, 
and registry services for a wide range of 
products such as equities, debt securities, 
repos, warrants, options, futures, certi -
cates, and ETFs. Via a major reform in 2012 
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What has been done in this partnership is the 
integration of all the markets into one organi-
zation. There are two levels of integration—the 

rst level is the organizational and managerial 
integration and the second level is the integra-
tion of trading systems. And as a result of this 
integration, we believe BIST will be the winner. 
It will be the most important collaboration in 
the region and it will be one of the most impor-
tant exchanges on a worldwide level when it 
reaches its potential. I think Borsa stanbul will 
be the natural leader of the region; the strength 
and potential of the Turkish economy show 
that. This partnership will bring ef ciency and 
transparency. Regulatory systems and trans-
parency, which are built on all of our technol-
ogy, will meet international standards.  

For NASDAQ OMX, this collaboration 
will take us to another level of technol-
ogy and partnership. We have never in-
tegrated with a partner on that level. 
Borsa stanbul has been developing its 
technology for a long time and is very 
advanced. In every area, Borsa stanbul 
has its own experience, and the Turkish 
market is such a fantastic market to enter. 
The Turkish economy and its progress are 
great. I think that technology gives BIST 
the ability of being transparent and it is 
a great chance for Turkey. It will be great 
opportunity for us to be more visible in 
the region and all the collaboration be-
tween us will push Turkey forward espe-
cially in the region.

Both sides are very excited about the partnership. 
From the perspective of Borsa stanbul, there will 
be some changes with bene ts. We will start with 
the infrastructure and technology. We will bring in-
ternational standards, best practices, and protocols. 
We hope to make everything easier for the interna-
tional investors to enter the market. We will share 
a lot of knowledge and we will try to bring more li-
quidity to the market The Eurasia region is so big—
the capital market is partially developed and it cer-
tainly has a lot of potential to grow. It is very dif cult 
for us to enter this market because we do not know 
the countries or local habits that well, so for us to be 
successful in this region, we de nitely need a strong 
partner. Having Borsa stanbul here, in the center of 
the region, gives us a much stronger position to de-
velop in the region. 

VALERIE BANNERT-
THURNER

Vice President and Head 
of Sales for Market 
Technology

JAN RONDAHL

Sales Operations 
Manager at Nasdaq 
OM  Stockholm

SANDY FRUCHER

Vice Chairman, 
Responsible for 
Global Exchange 
Relationships



instituted by the enactment of the new 
Capital Markets Law in December 2012, 
Borsa stanbul successfully completed its 
demutualization and privatization, and 
it implemented horizontal integration by 
acquiring the derivatives and precious met-
als exchanges and vertical integration by 
assuming control of the two domestic post-
trade processing rms, at the same time 
strengthening transparency and the regu-
latory backdrop for investor protections.

NASDAQ OMX partnership  
will bring to Borsa stanbul’s IT 
team full mastery of technology and 
informatics.
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I do see many opportunities to work together. 
It is a great chance for us to spread our 
technology into Turkey and around region. It 
is also a great opportunity for Borsa stanbul 
to learn our technology. Technology plays a 
very important role in this agreement. This 
is a unique collaboration that will transfer 
skill and experience to Borsa stanbul, and I 
think this will help Borsa stanbul to attract 
international investors to Turkey. It is also 
an opportunity for us to work with Borsa 
stanbul; we will learn a lot from Borsa 
stanbul about products and service. Turkey 

also can take the lead in developing the region. 
Turkey has the all possibilities to be the 
economic hub of the region. 

This agreement is fantastic for both countries. 
It has a very wide scope, covering technology, 
transfer of knowledge, and transfer of know-
how, and this a very important partnership 
for the region. And the wide scope will have 
great bene ts for the parties. The opportuni-
ty to work with Borsa stanbul will bring great 
strength to us. I found the people in Borsa 
stanbul extremely skilled, experienced and 

pleasure to work with. There is a great team 
spirit as much as I can see. Turkey is a country 
with great potential; its economy is growing 
fast. The very young population is a tremen-
dous opportunity. This agreement gives Borsa 
stanbul the chance to be a regional hub, and 

on its way, NASDAQ OMX will provide experi-
ence and technology. This will increase the po-
tential of markets in the surrounding countries. 

This is a much broader partnership than the 
partnerships we usually enter. We are sup-
plying a great a variety of technology and ad-
visory services that we have learnt from our 
costumers. And we are going to learn together 
as we collaborate. We hoped to be partner 
with Borsa stanbul for a long time, now this 
deal is concluded. We will take this opportu-
nity and grow together. I think the activity 
will increase and Borsa stanbul will get at-
tention from all around the world. We really 
hope that after this partnership, we will be 
able to do more business in the region and we 
both want to make Turkey regional hub in the 
region. We hope that we will achieve that. 

TURKEY TO BECOME 
REGIONAL GATEWAY
The partnership, which aims to position 
Borsa stanbul as an integrated exchange 
on which all assets bought and sold on 
the global markets can be traded and to 
offer such an international platform driv-
en by the latest technology to issuers of 
capital market instruments, and investors 
alike, establishes the foundations for not 
only know-how transfer but also a power-

ful af liation that can take advantage of 
investment opportunities in Eurasia more 
easily. The NASDAQ OMX partnership 
will bring to Borsa stanbul’s IT team full 
mastery of technology and informatics. 
The agreement spans details including 
data vending, joint product development 
and cross-listing , advisory services on 
more than 30 different business areas in 
exchange business, development of joint 
initiatives within Borsa stanbul’s region.

BIST RAPIDLY EXPANDS 
CAPACITY
With substantial investments in physi-
cal and human resources, and with its 
search for new of ces, Borsa stanbul 
continues its effort to establish a new data 
center. Within the scope of the Istanbul 
Financial Center Project, the organization 
is also making rapid progress in establish-
ing a joint communications platform and 
offering colocation services toward the 
goals for its joint technology platform. 

With technological renewals effected 
in the recent term, the exchange now 
hosts more than 200 server system 
operations. Daily operations number 
about 900,000 on the equity market, 
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A IMING TO DRAW INTERNA-

TIONAL capital, which is much 
more reluctant than it was a few years 
ago, in addition to increasing savings, 
Borsa stanbul (BIST) is undergo-
ing a signi cant transformation. The 
Capital Markets Law consummated 
the regulatory groundwork while 
NASDAQ OMX was tasked with 
overseeing the transformation of the 
technological infrastructure that is to 

improve international investor senti-
ment toward Turkey. 

The agreement dictates a 5% equity 
stake. How will the process proceed 
from now on?
As remittance for this technol-
ogy, NASDAQ OMX is receiving a 
5% equity stake with a 2% option. 
Besides this, we have the option for a 
share exchange with NASDAQ OMX. 

THE NASDAQ OMX EFFECT 
ON BIST
brahim M. Turhan, PhD, Chairman and CEO of 

Borsa stanbul , provided his views on the partnership 
between Borsa stanbul and NASDA  OMX, which was 
consummated at the gong ceremony, to The Turkish 
Perspective.

BY SİNAN KOPARAN BY ŞEREF YILMAZ
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20,000 on the debt securities market, 
and 47,000 on the futures and options 
market, while trades number about 
500,000 on the equity market, 10,000 
on the debt securities market, and 
47,000 on the futures and options mar-
ket. The protocol used to facilitate trans-
action processing has been changed 
from ExAPI to the FIX protocol. Borsa 
stanbul uses MicroStrategy’s business 

intelligence package for reporting on 
markets and data both internal and 
external to the exchange. The intelligent 
reports, which can be accessed by mo-
bile devices within the exchange as well, 
workstation users are able to generate 
their own reports easily using graphi-
cal tools such as ready-made templates 
and dashboards.  Among the funda-
mental advantages of business intel-
ligence reports are an effective reporting 
environment, a powerful infrastructure, 
graphical features, the ability to generate 
a wide range of graphs and charts for 
visualizing reports, accessibility, and 
automatic data dispatch to speci ed 
targets at speci ed times. 

ENHANCED REMOTE 
ACCESS
The bandwidth assigned to every Borsa 
stanbul equity market member was 

upgraded to 2 Mbps in October 2012, 
providing the infrastructure needed to 
increase per-second order processing 
capacity on the market. Fiber network 
infrastructure was installed in sections 
suffering from problems caused by 
copper wire. Backup connections to the 
Türk Telekom network were provided 
to Borsa stanbul members through 
Superonline, an alternate provider, 
ful lling redundancy requirements. 
Order transmission to the equity mar-
ket using the FIX interface has been 
enabled with the purpose of improv-
ing order throughput and latency over 
the ber network with the integration 
of the derivatives exchange with the 
futures and options market. Members 
connecting at 2 Mbps via copper wire 
or ber were allowed as of July 2013 to 
connect at 5 Mbps independent of the 
number of terminals they operate, pro-
vided they use the ber infrastructure 
to connect. Sixty-two Borsa stanbul 
members use the ber infrastructure 
provided by the rms Türk Telekom 
and Superonline and 25 connect to 
Borsa stanbul at 5 Mbps.



exchanges in the region and even host 
some of them at our data center—a 
very important opportunity. We think 
not of a few rms investing but of 
the formation of a general investing 
climate and the facilitation of much 
more signi cant in ows of capital. 

Are there any meetings under way in 
this regard?
There are exchanges we are meeting 
with in the Balkans and Middle East. 
Such work takes time.

Borsa stanbul is solving its technol-
ogy problem with this agreement, 
yet technology is rapidly advancing. 
Will Turkey be purchasing said 
technology perpetually?
Every development and improvement 
carried out over the next decade by 
NASDAQ OMX will be shared with 
Borsa stanbul. Furthermore, our 
colleagues will go to NASDAQ OMX 
to receive training. This transforma-
tion is being implemented entirely by 
Borsa stanbul’s own technical crews; 
therefore, the capacity for Borsa 
stanbul’s crews to produce technol-

ogy is increasing immensely. The 
realization of this project means that 
Borsa stanbul will become self-suf-

cient in 2016 and produce its own 

sible because of technical incapability 
become possible, we will be able to 
draw to Turkey the investor pro le 
that cannot yet invest in Turkey. We 
will be able to offer more products 
and more contracts. These things have 
to do with the content of the busi-
ness, so now consider the perception. 
NASDAQ OMX is a worldwide brand. 
That such a brand is partnering with 
Borsa stanbul, that is to say that it is 
arriving not as a technology vendor 
but as a long-term partner, is very im-
portant in terms of investor sentiment. 
For one, this means Borsa stanbul 
has no shortcomings in its corporate 
governance or international principles. 
Having “Powered by NASDAQ OMX” 
written under our logo will in uence 
investor sentiment signi cantly.

The things that happen in the nan-
cial sector are not only those hap-
pening among nancial institutions. 
Capital markets mean nancing for 
exporter institutions under reason-
able terms and a deep market. It also 
means increased savings—as you 
know, savings are extremely important 
to our country. And it means more 
investment, more employment, and 
more growth. In that respect, I attach 
utmost importance to the lastingness 
of these efforts.  

Turkey is still not where it wants 
to be when it comes to attracting 
Middle Eastern capital. Will this 
transformation suf ce to draw re-
gional capital to Turkey?
The elements of the strategic partner-
ship include a plan for Borsa stanbul 
and NASDAQ OMX to act jointly in 
the Balkans, Central Asia, and North 
Africa. This is extremely important in 
that it supports the end of Istanbul’s 
goal of becoming a regional as well as 
a global nancial center. We will be 
offering technology solutions there, 
too, and as such it will be possible to 
integrate Borsa stanbul with other 

Whether that will happen or not is 
still uncertain. If it does the share 
swap would be taking place accord-
ing to the procedures speci ed within 
the agreement. In addition, we will 
continue working with major com-
panies in the global nancial sector, 
with institutional investors, or with 
other exchanges to establish strategic 
partnerships that will contribute to 
our brand value, global recognition, 
and liquidity. And of course, the share 
earmarked through Capital Market 
Law for strategic partnerships in 
Borsa stanbul is around 41%, and we 
shall see this year how those will be 
put to use.

How will the transformation help 
draw international investors?
With our current technology, we are 
unable to do many of the things we’d 
like to do. With the implementation 
of NASDAQ OMX’s technologies, 
that is to say when things impos-

The exchange’s technological 
progress, and that it is doing 
this with the likes of NASDAQ 
OMX, will change how inves-
tors see the Turkish capital 
markets.
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NASDAQ OMX’s 
partnership with Borsa 
stanbul is very important in 

terms of investor sentiment.
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ance in dreams, always made 
sure to do so before great 
undertakings.

Sleep is a common need 
for all people, yet it is as 
unique in the habits associat-
ed with it as with the palate. 
A sleep pro le that covers a 
certain area within a frame-
work of norms established 
by modern societies based on 
common habits is considered 
an individual trait. Realizing 
this, the entrepreneur Berna 
lter launched the Brn Sleep 

Products brand and now ex-

ports beds tailor-made to suit 
the sleep habits of regions all 
over the world.

lter won the Ruban 
D’Honneur at the 2011 
European Business Awards. 
The workshop she estab-
lished with just ve sew-
ing machines grew into 
a 27,000-square-meter 
factory that employs more 
than 300 people today. Brn 
Sleep Products has exports to 
50 countries on ve conti-
nents. Yet the story of the 
company, seen in the context 

Brn Sleep Products, one of  Turkey’s 25 fastest-growing companies, exports its products 
to all over the world, from Australia, the world’s largest island, to the thousands of 
islands making up Micronesia, and from Congo, the world’s poorest country, to the US, 
which has the largest economy.

Tucking In the World 

societies. Sleep has been 
examined under several dif-
ferent disciplines throughout 
history, even being deemed 
worthy of being assigned 
value. Mysticism perceives 
it as a way consciousness 
escapes the body; in several 
mythologies, it was associ-
ated with the gods; both 
physiology and psychology 
consider sleep as a diagnostic 
factor and research topic; and 
the Ottoman sultans, valuing 
and honoring the tradition 
of asking for divine guid-

“WHAT ARE HUMANS’ 
fundamental 

needs?” Of the many answers 
that question could yield, 
“sleep” would probably be 
one of the most neglected. 
Yet in Maslow’s hierarchy of 
needs, sleep ranks alongside 
such fundamental require-
ments as air, food, and water. 
The comfortable, safe sleep-
ing environment was one of 
the driving forces in the tran-
sition to living in caves, one 
of the major factors affecting 
the structure of primitive 

Brands     BEDDING, CHEMICALS, PETROLEUM, MINERAL WATER...
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of its founder’s aims, is still 
developing… 

From Fax machine to fair, 
from Sudan to Papua New 
Guinea…

The beginning of the story 
would have to date back to 
when lter became involved 
in international nance and 
trade as an undergraduate 
in Izmir. She launched her 
career with an internship 
at an export rm and a fax 
machine she bought for her 
home and changed course as 
she developed an interest in 
international investment risk 
management. She returned 
to Kayseri, her hometown, 
then worked for Ç NKUR, 
where she specialized in the 
London Metal Exchange and 
its activities, after which she 
spent some time in the UK 
of ce. After the company 
closed its doors, she started 
mediating the affairs of 
Kayseri-based companies in 
the London Metal Exchange 
until the crisis in 2001, 
which just happened to be 
the year she founded Brn 
Trade & Consultancy Co. as 
well.

The skyrocketing risk 
during the crisis had a great 
impact on lter’s activities as 
a mediator. However, with 
her ability to think outside 
the box and her attention to 
detail, she turned that from 
an obstacle to an opportunity 
to enter uncharted waters. 
As Kayseri industrialists 
focused on Europe as their 
target market, she pursued 
the unorthodox idea that 
their products were ex-
tremely suited to the African 
market, with one example 
being that steel doors could 
be sold more easily in 
countries like Nigeria, which 
lacked security. “I visited the 
companies one by one. As 
soon as I gathered catalogs 
and samples, I attended a 
fair held in Tanzania. As I 
returned, I was carrying sales 

contracts worth 40,000 dol-
lars under my arm,” says lter. 
That experience instilled her 
with courage, and through 
it and the success that fol-
lowed, she started export-
ing construction materials, 
furniture, wooden doors, and 
other such products, reach-
ing as fair as Kuwait.

The foundations for Brn 
Sleep Products were laid 
in 2006, to an extent. That 
was when lter received for 
the rst time—an order for 
bedding fabric, from Sudan. 
With subsequent orders from 
Australia, Poland, and so 
on, she contracted bedding 
fabric production and started 
exporting it to the European 
market. Today, her exports 
reach the UK, France, Russia, 
Japan, the Netherlands, and 
Germany, as well as many 
other countries most would 
be hard pressed to locate on 
a map.

This was no coincidental 
or circumstantial success; to 
the contrary, it was the result 
of a vision aiming for innova-
tive thought in every area 
and detailed quality stan-
dardization. “I was unable 
to express the importance 
of standardizing quality to 

the companies I contracted 
for production. Perhaps, as a 
woman, one obsesses more 
over hygiene, and aesthet-
ics—in short, the details,” 
says lter, who applied this 
approach to her R&D. The 
company’s diverse product 
range, created meticulously 
using cutting-edge tech-
nology and with features 
carefully aimed at needs and 
consumption habits, includes 
beds designed according to 
the sleep habits of the coun-
tries in the market, SLEEP-
BOX, designed speci cally 
to meet students’ needs, a 
“vacuum bed” project that 
reduces shipping costs sig-
ni cantly, mattress protec-
tors with antistress features 
or silver ion treatment, and 
micro ber pillows, among 
much more.

Brn Sleep Products’ 
horizons are shaped by a 
perspective as realistic as it is 
ambitious. Its total export in 
2013 is around $23 million, 
and more is sure to follow: 
“We’re aiming for 28 million 
dollars in 2014. Just a while 
ago, this target was 30 million 
dollars, but we are revising our 
target according to economic 
developments.” lter’s aim 
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Brn Sleep Products,  
which Berna lter 
founded with her 

husband, Mustafa lter, 
nearly seven years ago, 

is like a third child to 
them.

27,000
SQUARE METERS

INDOOR FACTORY SPACE

5
CONTINENTS

50
COUNTRIES

$28
MILLION

EXPORT TARGET FOR 2014
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nearly seven years ago, is like 
a third child to them, after 
their two daughters, she says. 
Currently, she is engaged in 
a campaign to generate more 
value added for Turkey. The 
picture she paints as a strong 
businesswoman with self-
con dence, no fear of think-
ing differently, and an aim 
for innovation in every phase 
and area gives everyone the 
sense that she is quite suc-
cessful in this campaign and 
will be even more successful. 
Her aims and visions are 
consistent, the steps she takes 
are effective, and her faith is 
absolute. A leading actor in 
Turkey’s exports and one of 
the key people the country 
needs to achieve its targets, 
Berna lter is an effective, 
inspiring example for young 
entrepreneurs and growth-
minded companies.

Turkey’s target for 2023 has 
been set—$500 million in ex-
ports. The country’s potential 
is high and rising. VAT breaks, 
customs conveniences, nanc-
ing support, and suchlike 
practices are creating the right 
climate. In light of all these 
factors, raising new Berna 
lters, certainly an important 

task, seems quite possible. 
In short, the infrastructure is 
ready, and what’s needed now 
is the proliferation of a focus 
on vision, the entrepreneurial 
spirit, and innovative thought.

Some of the countries Brn 
Sleep Products has exports 
to are the UK, Germany, the 
Netherlands, the US, Papua 
New Guinea, Senegal, Mada-
gascar, Micronesia, Australia, 
Congo, Brazil, Canada, Ma-
laysia, Japan, and Azerbaijan.

Donec consectetur 
varius nisi eget aliquet. 
Vivamus fermentum 
auctor imperdiet. 
Phasellus gravida.

overcome. Logistics, in-
novation, and design are key, 
according to her, and she 
notes that innovation and 
design must be emphasized 
in order to compete against 
the countries of the Balkans 
and Baltics, which are highly 
competitive on prices thanks 
to their logistical advantage. 
lter, whose company exports 

to all continents on which 
there are countries, believes 
in particular that the Middle 
East would be an excellent 
market if its problems with 
security and political stability 
were to be overcome.

With such a range of en-
trepreneurial opportunities, 
young people should create 
their own employment...

lter carries a rightful, 
well-earned pride. Being a 
Turkish businesswoman who 
has entered the ranks of Eu-
rope’s ten most successful en-
trepreneurs is a great honor, 
she states, and she adds, “I 
have full faith in the ability of 
Turkish women, given per-
severance, to rise to any task, 
as was the case in the Turkish 
War of Independence.” Half 
of the country’s population 
cannot be expected to remain 
“consumers,” says lter, who 
shares her inspiring story 
and know-how with young 
women at meetings and pan-
els she attends at universities 
and other venues. 

She is also hopeful of the 
future of entrepreneurship in 
Turkey. As she explains the 
dif culty supplying the jobs 
needed by the young popula-
tion and that young people in 
Turkey who have high poten-
tial should gravitate toward 
entrepreneurship, she notes 
that she believes Turkey is 
showing improvement when 
it comes to opportunities: 
“When you have a good idea 
nowadays, especially in the 

eld of tech enterprises, it is 
much easier to access nan-
cial resources and supports. 
Things were very dif cult for 
us at the time I started.”

The target is clear and the 
examples and right condi-
tions are there. There needs 
to be more...

Brn Sleep Products, which 
Berna lter founded with 
her husband, Mustafa lter, 

for 2023 is very clear: $100 
million worth of exports to 
100 countries. Well aware of 
the importance of creating 
a concept now and of brand 
equity, lter cites the book 
“Bu Topraklardan Dünya 
Markas  Ç kar M ?” (Can This 
Land Create a Global Brand) 
by Güven Borça, whom she 
characterizes as their “dear 
teacher,” as a major in uence. 
She is engaged in a continued 
effort to expand the network 
of showrooms she opened 
across the country and to 
enter the Turquality program. 
Her courage and ability to 
think differently, meanwhile, 
are as powerful as they were 
when she rst started. “After 
then-Economy Minister 
Zafer Ça layan indicated in 
a statement that the Micro-
nesia and Nauru region was 
the only place Turkey had no 
exports to and that he would 
like exports to be conducted 
there, we immediately evalu-
ated a product request from a 

rm in Micronesia,” says lter. 
Now having achieved results 
from the contacts she made in 
Nauru, hers is the rst Turk-
ish company to have entered 
those markets.

lter believes the furni-
ture industry, in which her 

rm is one of the biggest 
exporters, has a bright 
future, provided that a few 
fundamental problems are 

We are aiming for 
$100 million in 
exports across 100 
countries in 2023.
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market in 2003, marketing 
investments and brand com-
munication efforts for Bingo 
were intensi ed. In 2004, its 
market share was double that 
of the year before. In 2008, 
Bingo rose to third place in 
the market, having reached a 
share of about 13%, becom-
ing a major player. In the 
early ‘90s, Bingo only entered 
about 10% of houses. Today, 
it is a brand known, used, 
and recognized by all, with 
one out of every two houses 
in Turkey having at least one 
Bingo product in it. Among 
the major factors behind 
Bingo’s success are the hu-
man labor, technological 
equipment, strong infra-
structure, and—the driving 
force of the chemicals indus-
try—R&D processes used 
to make it. By continuously 
monitoring the dynamics of 
the international market, the 
latest trends, and consumer 
expectations, in addition to 
the strength it draws from 
the domestic market, Hayat 
Kimya strives to create Bingo 
products that can best meet 
the needs of the consumer.

45-COUNTRY TARGET MARKET
With the Bingo brand in 
detergent, Hayat Kimya 
aims to grow its portfolio of 
international markets with 
each day. In this portfo-
lio, developing markets in 
particular are a likely sight, 
says Gülhan E ilmez, Home 
Care Products Marketing 
Manager of Hayat Kimya: 
“There are feasibility studies 
for ve developing countries 
we think we could expand 

Bingo was named 
“Turkey’s best-loved 
detergent brand” in the 
2012 Turkish Custo-
mer Satisfaction Index.
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Bingo, launched 25 years ago with 100% local funding and a 
vision of competing against international brands in the home 
care products eld, today ranks as one of the top three detergent 
brands in the Turkish market.

market and set the wheels 
in motion for globalization 
with the launch of exports to 
neighboring countries.

In 1989—and the ve years 
to follow—Bingo increased 
its international investments, 
raising its exports in those 
years to around $15 million. 
Its product range expanded in 
1993–1994 to include fabric 
softener, cream cleaner, hard 
surface cleaner, and glass 
cleaner. Later, in 1998, the 
company realized its rst 
international investment with 
a factory it opened in Bulgaria. 
In 2000, it opened its second 
factory abroad, located in the 
Ukraine, thus accelerating its 

I N THE 1980S, the Ki l  
family—active in the 

world of trade since 1937—
took notice of the work of 
foreign investors in the eld 
of home care products and 
the industry’s near-future 
potential, buying the company 
Sava  Kimya as a result. Yahya 
Ki l  gave the name Hayat 
Kimya—with “hayat” mean-
ing “life,” also the root of the 
name Yahya itself—to the new 
factory, laying the foundations 
for what it has become today. 
Bingo, Hayat Kimya’s rst 
brand, was built up over the 
course of about three years, 
after which it started gaining 
strength in the domestic 

Brands /Hayat Kimya

“WE ARE ABLE TO COMPETE WITH THE 
WORLD’S GIANTS”

BY BARAN KARAKUZU

international investments. In 
2001, Hayat Kimya opened 
Turkey’s most modern and 
highest-capacity detergent 
and home care products 
manufacturing facility in 
Izmit. Products in 17 groups 
were produced under the 
Bingo umbrella brand, and 
within a short time, Bingo al-
tered the balances in the home 
care products market—at that 
time dominated by foreign 
brands—and became one of 
the top three brands chosen by 
consumers in many segments. 

THE PATH TO UBIQUITY
To carry out the plan of ex-
panding to the international 
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to. Besides that, in order to 
gain further strength in our 
existing markets, we have 
reviewed the targets for the 
next ve years and formulat-
ed our strategies.” According 
to E ilmez, Bingo is target-
ing markets in 45 countries, 
including rapidly developing 
markets in countries such as 
Algeria, Iraq, Turkmenistan, 
and Azerbaijan. Regarding 
2014, she says, “Our main 
target is Nigeria. There is a 
150-million-dollar market 
there.” Feasibility studies 
for the country have been 
completed, and the company 
has started preparations to 
establish a home care and 
hygiene products factory 
there, states E ilmez. The 
company also has plans for 

“We are feasibility 
studies for ve 
developing countries 
we think we could 
expand to.”
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GÜLHAN EĞILMEZ

Home Care Products Marketing 
Manager, Hayat Kimya 

There are feasibility studies 
for ve developing countries 
we think we could expand 
to. Besides that, in order 
to gain further strength in 
our existing markets, we 
have reviewed the targets 
for the next ve years and 
formulated our strategies. 
Seventy people work in the 
R&D centers that were set 
up at a cost of $10 million, 
and we have so far made 
seven patent applications. 
Furthermore, we possess the 
dynamism to quickly shape 
all products and activities 
according to the consumers’ 
wishes and expectations. 

uid and powder detergent—
the rst and only of their 
kind in Turkey, according to 
E ilmez. On the other side of 
the coin, for customers who 
value fragrances in a deter-
gent in addition to cleaning 
performance, Bingo offers 
the Star detergent and Lovely 
Concentrated Soft softeners: 
these have the effect of true 
perfume and are formulated 
with inspiration from popu-
lar perfumes, using notes 
and special aromas such as 
rose, jasmine, orange, violet, 
and sandalwood. As another 
example of Bingo’s distinc-
tive products, E ilmez points 
to their dishwasher tablet, 
the only phosphate-free, 
environment- and health-
friendly tablet in Turkey, 
once again highlighting the 
unique position of the brand 
in the market. 

45

70

17
COUNTRIES IN EXPORT 

MARKET

R&D STAFF

PRODUCT GROUPS 

$350
ANNUAL REVENUE

MILLION

RESEARCH AND MARKETING 

YIELD GAINS

Among the 45 countries 
Bingo is targeting are such 
rapidly growing markets as 
Algeria, Iraq, Turkmenistan, 
and Azerbaijan. Compared 
to ten years ago, competition 
in the detergent market has 
shot up worldwide. The 
global giants are setting 
aside the large existing 
markets to play a more 
active role in the markets 
of developing countries. As 
Hayat Kimya, we compete 
head to head with world 
giants in all countries where 
we have a presence with 
our detergent brands. With 
our research investments 
in particular countries, we 
understand the consumers 
much better and increase 
our market share in all 
countries through marketing 
investments carried out by 
acting more locally.

a $110 million paper factory 
in Kazan, Russia. At present, 
Hayat Kimya has production 
facilities abroad in Algeria, 
Egypt, Iran, Bosnia-Her-
zegovina, and Russia. The 
company’s annual revenue 
is close to $1 billion, says 
E ilmez, and she adds that 
Bingo’s revenues alone add 
up to about $350 million.

 “WE UNDERSTAND THE CONSUMER 
WELL”
Compared to ten years ago, 
competition in the detergent 
market has shot up world-
wide, with the global giants 
starting to play a more active 
role in emerging markets 
especially. “As Hayat Kimya, 
we compete head to head 
with world giants in all 
countries where we have a 
presence with our detergent 
brands,” says E ilmez. The 
secret to their competitive 
capacity, she points out, 
comes from strong, daily-
growing sales and marketing 
teams and the market share 
gained by developing a better 
understanding of consumers 
through research and invest-
ing accordingly.

For those with allergies, 
including allergic asthma 
or eczema, and those who 
prefer to avoid perfumed 
fragrances, Bingo produces 
hypoallergenic scent-free liq-
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“As of December 
2013, TPIC held 37 
exploration licenses in 
different exploration 
regions of Turkey.”

P URSUANT to Company’s 
vision of becoming a 

regional and global brand 
in the future, TPIC CEO 
Mithat Cans z states that 
with  the support of Ministry 
of  Energy and Natural 
Resources and under his 
leadership TPIC has been 
committed to create value 
for Turkey to the maximum 
extent possible by  operating 
in different oil-rich countries 
with an active strategy.  In 
addition to the existing proj-
ects, TPIC aims to serve the 
national interests of Turkey 
especially in Iraq by utilizing 
its logistic advantages.

Could you de ne the char-
acteristics and the current 
structure of  TPIC?
TPIC comprises two 
distinguishing charac-
teristics, being structural 
and functional. First and 
foremost, although it is a 
state-owned company, TPIC 
is capable of operating as a 
private company and has the 
capacity of engaging public 
reliability and prerogatives 
together with private sector 
competences. TPIC is apt 
to grow as an integrated 
oil company from explora-
tion to drilling, production 
to distribution, with its 

prompt, exible and result-
oriented decision-making 
mechanisms and has the 
ability to employ quali ed 
and experienced personnel. 
Thanks to these features and 
through the realization of its 
domestic and international 
projects which are care-
fully subjected to feasibility 
studies without state budget 
support, TPIC is continuing 
to create value on the basis of 
ef ciency and effectiveness 
in the domestic market and 
international arena, namely 
from Colombia and Libya to 
the Northern Cyprus, Iraq, 
and Kazakhstan.

Brands /TPIC

Could you provide give  brief  
information about TPIC’s 
projects in the past?
Having realized its early ex-
ploration projects in Austra-
lia, Pakistan, Indonesia, and 
Egypt (West Qarun, West Ja-
bal el-Zayt, West Bahariya) in 
the ‘90s, TPIC also started to 
perform exploration projects 
in Gonzalez and Maria Con-
chita blocks of Colombia in 
2008. Within the scope of oil 

eld services (drilling and well 
completion), TPIC carried out 
projects for Tepco, KTM, Ka-
zakoilAktöbe, and Caspineft 
in Kazakhstan; Salyan Oil 
and Karasu Operating Co. in 
Azerbaijan; Frontera Eastern 
Georgia in Georgia; Dove En-
ergy and IPR in Syria; and the 
Khurmala Field well-drilling 
project in Iraq from 1996 to 

BY CAN GÜRSU

With oil eld services, exploration and production, and oil and 
oil product commercial activities in an expansive territory going 
beyond Turkey and stretching to Iraq, Libya, Colombia, and 
Northern Cyprus, Turkish Petroleum International Company 
Limited (TPIC) is a major in uence in the sector. 

TURKEY’S GLOBAL VISION  
IN THE ENERGY SECTOR

We are con dent that 
commercial relations 

with different countries 
would create signi cant 

added values for our 
country.
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2006.In addition to these 
projects, an IPM contract 
regarding the drilling of 45 
wells in Iraq’s South Rumaila 

eld was concluded in 2010 
and amended in 2011 with 
South Oil Company (SOC) of 
Iraq. Until today, 5 wells have 
been completed and the drill-
ing operations are expected 
to continue in the upcom-
ing days. TPIC has been 
providing  both drilling and 
workover services together 
with geothermal projects for 
TPAO for a long time and 
also conducting crude oil 
and oil products trade with 
Iraq as well as Turkmenistan, 
Syria and Northern Cyprus. 
Additionally, until 2013, 
TPIC had been carrying out 
fuel marketing operations at 
home with its subsidiary, the 
TP Petroleum Distribution 
Company (TPPD), which 

was established in 2006 and 
transferred to TPOC, a sub-
sidiary of TPAO by means of a 
cabinet decree in 2013.

What is TPIC’s role in the 
implementation of govern-
ment policies regarding the 
energy sector and what are 
the consequences?
Acting in close coordination 
primarily with the Ministry of 
Energy and Natural Resourc-
es as well as other ministries, 
TPIC is taking on effective, 
concrete and result-oriented 
roles in the implementation 
of the country’s foreign policy 
strategies. The most notable 
example of this is the delivery 
of 30,000 tons of diesel cargo 
that TPIC provided for the 
Libyan people under compel-
ling circumstances during the 
most critical times of the civil 
war in Libya.

In addition, TPIC distin-
guishes itself from its peers 
with the extensive experience 
it has gained in different re-
gions and under challenging 
conditions. In this context, 
TPIC successfully carried out 
trade of approximately 9.5 
million tons of crude oil and 
petroleum products since 
the early 2000s so far in the 
Iraqi market. The project 
created a total trade volume 
of $ 7.5 billion; millions 
of dollars of tax was paid 
to our state while creating 
thousands of employment 
opportunities in the region. 

What can you say about 
TPIC’s ongoing operations 
and projects?
Our activities have increased 
conspicuously in the last 
three years.  In addition 
to the drilling and work-
over services we provided 
for TPAO,  we maintained 
our leadership in geother-
mal eld services also in 
2013. Within this context, 
between 2010-2012, with 
the increasing number of our 
crews, TPIC provided 541 
well completion-workover 
services, 69 drilling ser-
vices; and 17 well drilling 
services to various custom-
ers in geothermal projects. 
Moreover, TPIC completed 
11 drilling operations with 
a cumulative of 36.312 
meters abroad- mainly in 
Colombia, Kazakhistan and 
Iraq. Providing additional 

eld services brought about 
a signi cant increase to our 
company’s pro tability. 
Furthermore, our insistent 
efforts in order to penetrate 
the Iraqi drilling market 
yielded an IPM project 
worth of $305 million. This 
contract is not only the 
largest contract in its eld 
in Turkey, but also is among 
the greatest IPM contracts 
ever signed in the Supergiant 
Rumaila Oil Field, one of the 

“Furthermore, our 
insistent efforts in 
order to penetrate the 
Iraqi drilling market 
yielded an IPM project 
worth $305 million.”

TPIC distinguishes 
itself from its 

extensive experience 
it gained in different 

regions.
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world’s largest production 
elds in Iraq.
 In addition to our regular 

trading activities in the 
international markets, the 
Libya diesel trading project 
we realized with critical tim-
ing in full coordination with 
the Ministry of Energy and 
Natural Resources and other 
related state organs, contrib-
uted substantially to Turkish 
relations of Libya in her new 
administration. Accord-
ingly, a contract on crude oil 
purchase&sale was signed 
between TPIC and NOC in 
January. 2013. That contract 
refers to ten shipments, four 
of which are guaranteed and 
six that are optional de-
pending on export capacity. 
Each shipment will consist 
of 600,000 barrels and the 
expected volume is $670 
million.   

Being in the center of 
efforts for the development 
of ‘energy for infrastructure 
and construction projects’ 
in different oil rich countries 
such as Venezuela and Iraq; 
TPIC together with MENR, 
provided a signi cant 
contribution to the public 
debate of this concept. We 
are con dent that such com-
mercial relations with differ-
ent countries would create 
signi cant added values for 
our country.

Could you tell us about the 
licenses TPIC holds?
As of December 2013, 
TPIC held 37 exploration 
licenses in various explora-
tion regions in Turkey. TPAO 
operates as the contractor for 
TPIC Licenses in providing 
exploration, production, eld 
development, and drilling 
services.

Being the fourth-largest 
oil producer in Turkey ac-
cording to 2012 data, TPIC 
produces around 850 barrels 
per day from the amyabat 
1, 2, 15; East amyabat 

1, 3, 4, 6; Alt ntop 2 & 3; 
and Bozhüyük 1 & 5 wells 
under the AR/TPI/4468 
license in the 12th Gazian-
tep Petroleum Exploration 
Region. Also in that region, 
TPIC is currently drilling 
the Bozhüyük 4 and East 

ambayat 8 wells on its own 
licenses. TPIC has carried 
out a total of 35 well drilling 
operations. 
In terms of offshore ac-
tivities, TPIC has begun 
drilling its rst offshore well, 
Gülcihan 2, under its AR/
TPI/4582 license in the Gulf 
of Iskenderun.

Can you provide an over-
view of TPIC’s turnover, 

nances, and pro tability?
Thanks to our employees 
and executives, TPIC has 
demonstrated high perfor-
mance by improving the 
pro tability and ef ciency 
of all the projects, increasing 
the production levels con-
siderably (2009 production: 
58.000 barrels/y- whereas 
2012 production: 214.000 
b/y) primarily at home and 
abroad.

 Accordingly, TPIC is 
awarded as a record holder in 
the List of Top 100 Tax Pay-
ers of Capital City of Turkey-
Ankara both in 2011 (81th 
rank) and 2012 (55th rank) 
occurring for the rst time in 
its 25 years of history. 

Together with an increased 
amount of capital after part-
ing company with TPAO 
in 2013, TPIC has been 
continuing its operations as 
being a subsidiary of Petro-
leum Pipeline Corporation/ 
BOTA . What will be the 
contribution of this action 
to your company?
Under the coordination and 
initiative of Ministry of En-
ergy and Natural Resources 
(MENR), there have been 
some essential changes in 
the legal status of our com-
pany that could lead TPIC to 
further developments which 
vital to our country’s inter-
ests. In this regard, TPIC, a 
subsidiary of TPAO since its 
foundation, was transferred 
to Petroleum Pipeline Cor-
poration (BOTA ) by means 
of a Council of Ministers 
Decision in January 2013. 

This change provided TPIC 
a working capital increase 
which is from 150 million 
USD to 500 million USD. 
This increase in capital will 
provide a strategic contribu-
tion to TPIC’s goal of becom-
ing part of global energy 
vision of Turkey, both our 
areas of activity will increase 
and  administrative and 
technical barriers prevent-
ing direct access to nearby 
oil and natural gas resources 
hosting approximately 70% 
of total world reserves will 
be greatly surmounted. We 
are enthusiastic about more 
actively representing our 
country abroad, and suc-
cessfully performing projects 
that would reduce Turkey’s 
dependency on oil, gas and 
related products by work-
ing under the umbrella of 
BOTA .

“TPIC is capable of 
operating as a private 
company and has the 
capacity of engaging 
public reliability and 
prerogatives together 
with private sector 
competences. “
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industry, FNSS had the aim 
of raising the local content 
rate from zero to 73% 
in the initial phase of its 
contracts. FNSS’s rst step 
was to consult automotive 
companies to determine 
the requirements for the 
vehicles. For some time, 
says Bulucu, FNSS received 
insuf cient support from 
the supply industry, since 
the automotive industry’s 

production was much 
higher. FNSS therefore 
decided to establish its own 
supply industry, head-
quartered in Ankara and 
with locations in Istanbul 
and Bursa. The company 
carried out intermediate 
investments and machin-
ery investments, provided 
training, and mastered de-
fense industry production 
techniques. A purchasing 

in staff training and initial 
investments. It shipped its 

rst products by year-end 
1991 and in 1992, providing 
a large, sudden increase to 
the Turkish military’s local 
content rate.

73% LOCAL CONTENT RATE 
ACHIEVED IN TWO YEARS
Seeking to establish itself 
in the land vehicles seg-
ment of the local defense 

I N 1988, FNSS—then 
under the name FMC-

Nurol, with 51% of its 
shares held by the Ameri-
can rm FMC and 49% by 
Nurol—was granted the 
tender for 1,698 armored 
battle vehicles for the 
infantry division of the 
Turkish Armed forces. 
Production began in 1989. 
During that time, the com-
pany invested signi cantly 

“WE ARE TURKEY’S EXPORT 
CHAMPION IN DEFENSE”

FNSS Defense Systems is one of Turkey’s leading companies 
producing army vehicles. Every year, 200 to 300 armored vehicles 

roll out of its factories. According to Haluk Bulucu, FNSS’s Director 
of Marketing and Strategy, the company aims to double or triple in 
size in the next four years. Bulucu told about the company’s success 

story to The Turkish Perspective.

BY BARAN KARAKUZU, FİGEN AYPEK AYVACI BY TOYGAR DÜNDAR
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crew dubbed the “A-Team” 
was set up in the company, 
and that team, says Bulucu, 
continued the mission to 
drive up the local content 
rate, which reached the 
company’s 73% target in just 
two years.

PARTNERS AVOID INVOLVEMENT IN 
INTERNAL MATTERS
Turkish shares in FNSS ac-
counted for 49% of the com-
pany the year it was founded. 
Today, the majority 51% 
stake is Turkish-owned, ever 
since Nurol Holding bought 
the in shares 2006 and 2007. 
Before that, FMC Corpora-
tion, the company’s Ameri-
can partner, had withdrawn 
from the defense industry 
after the Carlyle Group took 
over its United Defense LP 
venture. Finally, those shares 
were bought by BAE Systems 
of the UK. Bulucu says the 
company’s foreign partner 
has an involvement that is 
only symbolic today. Foreign 
and local partners alike 
avoid involvement in the 
company’s internal matters, 
says Bulucu. The company is 
steered at the board meet-
ings held four times yearly, 
says Bulucu, and it is with 
that structure that FNSS has 
become one of the world’s 
distinguished companies in 
the area, he adds. 

“WE HAVE MADE GREAT HEADWAY 
IN TEN YEARS”
The company made its rst 
export in 1997. Afterward, 
it intensi ed its activities 
with Malaysia—ongoing 
since 1993—and exported 
211 vehicles in 2000. Those 
exports were worth $285 
million and included a tech-
nology export of $25 million, 
according to Bulucu. In a 
decade, FNSS had become a 
company that was capable of 
exporting technology. FNSS’s 
business development and 
strategy group, with the 

competitive conditions of the 
market in mind, made the 
decision to start producing 
rubber-wheeled vehicles in 
1997, with the Pars wheeled 
armored ghting vehicle 
entering production in the 
2000s. The Pars was a hit 
both domestically and inter-
nationally—FNSS’s decision 
to avoid licensed product 
manufacturing and instead 
focus on developing its own 
products for the export 
market was paying off. Next, 
in 2007, it independently 
designed and started produc-
ing the Samur, an armored 
amphibious assault bridge—
combination bridge and 
ferry. Developed with the 
Pars 8x8 model as a founda-
tion, the Samur shipped in 
September 2011. Another 
product developed and built 
by FNSS is the amphibious 
armored combat earthmover, 
the rst and only one of its 
kind. The design for all of 
these was carried out inter-
nally, stresses Bulucu, and 
that is how the company rose 
to the ranks of the world’s ten 
most distinguished defense 
industry companies in 20 
years, starting from scratch, 
he says. The company started 
exporting know-how for the 

rst time in 2000, provid-
ing training for assembling 

the 211 vehicles exported to 
Malaysia. Today, says Bulucu, 
the company hopes to teach 
Malaysians details of the 
design as part of a new $559 
million export deal.

“OUR AIM IS TO BECOME THE 
WORLD’S LOCAL COMPANY”
FNSS has two main goals at 
present, says Bulucu: becom-
ing the number one land sys-
tems producer of the Turkish 
Armed Forces between 2010 
and 2020 and becoming the 
world’s preferred local com-
pany. Bulucu adds they al-
ready rank as number one in 
several areas—the company 
won an industry award and 
an award for best company 
last year, and it is Turkey’s 
export champion in the 
industry. Bulucu points out 
that these achievements were 
achieved not by direct do-
mestic manufacturing but by 
setting up local partnerships 
in their markets, producing 
a win-win situation for both 
FNSS and local industry 
in the importing country. 
That strategy, he adds, is a 
major help in drawing new 
business.

“WE WILL BE THE BEST IN THE 
WORLD”
In recent months, FNSS set 
up a local private partner-

As FNSS underwent 
a very important 
transformation from 
2000 to 2010, it 
took the key decision 
to avoid licensed 
products. 
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years, starting from scratch, 
he says. The company started 
exporting know-how for the 

rst time in 2000, provid-
ing training for assembling 

“WE WILL BE THE BEST IN THE 
WORLD”
In recent months, FNSS set 
up a local private partner-

FNSS’s M113 FoV Capability 
and Sustainment Program 
provides upgrades to M113-
platform ACVs.



HALUK BULUCU

Director of Marketing and 
Strategy, FNSS Defense Systems

This company is a joint 
enterprise. But since the day 
it was founded, it has made 
major investments in SMEs 
and systems suppliers in 
Turkey. If you don’t support 
the small producer, exports 
will not develop. FNSS 
placed great importance 
on this matter, and today, a 
local content rate of 84% has 
been achieved. The peaks 
and troughs in automotive or 
other products do not affect 
us much. The defense market 
is utterly different from any 
other, one of a kind, and sales 
are highly correlated with 
political relationships. We 
are no longer the company 
from 20 years ago that only 
knew production but a 
company that determines 
its strategies for the future, 
realigns its processes, and is 
in continuous change.”
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ship in Saudi Arabia. It had 
been engaged in moderniza-
tion work there since 2004, 
and now it will continue its 
work there through a private 
partnership. Malaysia, where 
FNSS has been present for 
14 years, is receiving a $559 
million shipment of the Pars 
vehicle. The company thus 
continues its exports and 
manufacturing using various 
models. According to Bu-
lucu, FNSS aims to double or 
triple in size within the next 
four years, and the com-
pany’s works in both the local 
and international markets 
clearly show its commitment 
as it prepares to undergo a 
transformation to reach that 
goal. FNSS is con dent in 
itself in the military’s main 
battle tank tender, which 
will be issued by the Turkish 
Armed Forces this year. The 
eventual aim, according to 
Bulucu, is to become the best 
in the world.

In the ‘90s, FNSS was 
a company that received 
contracts from others and 
produced accordingly. By 

developing expertise in pro-
duction and marketing, from 
the 2000s onward, it started 
producing its own products 
and brands, shifting its sights 
to rising to a dominant posi-
tion in the foreign market. 
After being granted the 
tender in 2007 that yielded 
the Samur, FNSS went on a 
hiring spree, employing both 
freshly graduated and expe-
rienced Turkish engineers 
and amassing a large team. 
Currently, the company has 
around 160 design and test-
ing engineers. Bulucu also 
points out that programs are 
being coordinated with uni-
versities, as part of universi-
ty-industry cooperation, to 
help train the next genera-
tion of design engineers that 
the company will need over 
the next decade. Regarding 
FNSS’s approach to exports, 
Bulucu says, “FNSS has a 
strategic outlook. We have a 
strategy unit, and that unit is 
very active whether in terms 
of following developments 
in the world or in terms of 
monitoring instantaneous 

movements.” The company 
is relatively unaffected by 
the peaks and troughs in the 
automotive or supply indus-
tries. The defense market is 
utterly different from any 
other, one of a kind, accord-
ing to Bulucu, and sales 
are highly correlated with 
political relationships while 
being relatively unaffected 
by the peaks and troughs 
in the automotive or supply 
industries. FNSS has a new 
marketing strategy devel-
oped precisely with these 
political relationships in 
mind, says Bulucu. “We are 
no longer the company from 
20 years ago that only knew 
production but a company 
that determines its strategies 
for the future, realigns its 
processes, and is in continu-
ous change.”  Finally, Bulucu 
tells us that many foreign 
military personnel come to 
Ankara and stay for a spell 
to learn design from FNSS, 
after which they take the 
know-how they obtained 
in Turkey to their home 
countries.

“There is a very fragmented structure 
in Europe but we are moving 
toward new markets, starting from 
Southeast Europe.”



B EYPAZARI, ONE OF 

the oldest districts 
in Ankara, is most famous 
for its crackers, its houses, 
and its mineral water. As a 
hotbed of economic activity, 
and because the Ottoman 
timariot lived there in great 
concentration, the area was 
given the name “Be  Bazar ,” 
which in time became 
“Beypazar ,” or “Bazaar of the 
Beys.” Beypazar  has lent its 
name to both its houses and 
its mineral water. Although 
the commercial history of 
the district’s mineral water 
is not as old as that of the 
district itself, it does go back 
more than half a century, 
having begun in 1957 when 
Beypazar  Mineral Water was 
established in 1957.

Hac  Cemil Ercan, the 
founder of Beypazar  Mineral 
Water, migrated to Ankara 
from the province of Ga-
ziantep. “Here we had some 
running water, so we came 
to drink it. We lled it in a 
glass, drank it, and stayed 
here,” says Ercan, referring 
to a glass of mineral water he 
was offered when he arrived 
in Beypazar  many years ago. 
That glass of mineral water 
nourished the idea for the 
Beypazar  Mineral Water 
Factory, whose foundations 
were laid in 1957. But don’t 
let “foundations” suggest 
some sort of massive manu-
factory; the work began in a 
somewhat scrappy building 
with works sourced from 
here and there. In Ercan’s 
words, the process resembled 
the birth and growth of a 
child before becoming an 

  
Mineral Sparkle
The mineral water brand named after Beypazar , Ankara, a 
historic hub of trade, was established in memory of a glass 
of mineral water offered to its founder. In Turkish culture, a 
cup of coffee is said to remain in memories for forty years—in 
this instance, the coffee is replaced by mineral water. Today, 
Beypazar  Mineral Water is nearly 0 years old.

BY FİGEN AYPEK AYVACI
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15% SHARE OF ANNUAL PRODUCTION 
EXPORT BOUND
A 15% share of Beypazar ’s 
annual production is sold 
abroad, says Ercan, and he 
adds, “Our products are 
consumed with gusto in the 
countries of Iraq, Iran, Syria, 
Germany, Australia, France, 
Lebanon, Libya, and most of 
all Cyprus. Turkey is a coun-
try rich in sources of mineral 
water, and our mineral water 
is bottled with the natural 
gases and minerals as pure 
as it is when it springs out of 
the ground. By contrast to 
mineral waters abroad, our 
mineral waters are richer in 
minerals and have a sharper 
taste, and with this aspect 
our products draw great 
interest abroad.”

Ercan also spoke of some 
of the dif culties they face 
as exporters, indicating the 

“Our company, a 
leader in the domestic 
market with a bottling 
capacity of 300,000 
per hour, was founded 
with 100 percent local 
funding.”

father and successfully bring 
the company to a position of 
industry leadership. Niyazi 
Ercan, today the company’s 
general manager, is proud of 
the fact that the company—
now more than half a century 
old—was founded with fully 
local funding: “Our company, 
a leader in the domestic 
market with a bottling capac-
ity of 300,000 per hour, was 
founded with 100 percent 
local funding.” In operation 
since 1957, the company 
continues its activities with 
quality as a constant priority, 
according to Niyazi Ercan. 
With its domestic production 
capacity and sales gures, the 
company is a leader in the 
area, holding a 27% share in 
the nationwide market.

Hac  Cemil Ercan’s scrappy 
mineral water bottling plant is 
today a facility of some 65,000 
square meters equipped with 
fully automated systems on 
its seven bottling lines serving 
three separate brands. Niyazi 
Ercan, who was responsible 
for modernizing the facility, 
set for himself the mission 
of introducing everyone to 
mineral water. “Our aim is not 
only to make money,” he says. 
“We want to give our people 
the highest-quality product 
for the lowest price.” Per capita 
consumption in European 
countries is 180–190 liters 
annually, he adds, and points 
out that this gure for Turkey 
is only around 7–8 liters.
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adult. “Neither roads nor 
electricity, and neither water 
nor telephone existed when 
we came along,” he says, 
and adds that it is through 
constant toil and a single-
minded focus on work that 
the company has come to 
where it is today. 

Ercan never forgot that 
glass of mineral water that 
was offered to him. He 
has made a tradition of it, 
always offering those visiting 
his factory’s garden a glass 
of mineral water: “Those 
who come to Beypazar  are 
entitled to a bottle of mineral 
water here. They wouldn’t 
leave without drinking it.”  
He is also especially proud of 
providing employment to so 
many people.

A TORCH PASSED FROM FATHER 
TO SON
When Hac  Cemil Ercan 
founded Beypazar  Mineral 
Water, his son, Niyazi Ercan, 
was not yet born—that would 
happen in 1961. The younger 
Ercan would later receive 
the torch passed on from his 

NİYAZİ ERCAN

General Manager, Beypazar  
Mineral Water

We constantly try to stay 
abreast of developments 
useful to us by investing 
in our rm. We know it is 
harder to stay at the top than 
it is to reach the top; for this 
reason, we aim to do the 
very best we can in terms of 
quality and productivity. Our 
aim is to send our products 
to more countries. To do 
this, we are making new 
investments to increase our 
production capacity and, by 
increasing our marketing 
activities, we are trying to 
export to more countries.
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uctuation of the price of the 
dollar and euro as the prime 
source of dif culty. This 
turbulence in turn re ects on 
raw material procurement 
and services, he says.

MINERAL WATER ISN’T SODA WATER
Niyazi Ercan, who aims 
to make a world brand of 
Beypazar  Mineral Water, 
bemoans the lack of under-
standing of the difference 
between mineral water and 
soda water. Ercan says the 
added bene ts of mineral 
water must be explained 
better and points out that 
while mineral water comes 
from natural sources, soda 
water is a beverage pro-
duced by adding carbon 
dioxide to any kind of water. 
Mineral water is bene cial 
to one’s health in count-
less ways by virtue of the 

INDUSTRY STRUGGLES WITH 
SOURCING BOTTLES
Sales are on the rise every 
year as consumers consume 
mineral water with greater 
awareness, says Ercan. One of 
the main problems suffered 
by the industry, he points out, 
is sourcing bottles, although 
despite all such dif culties, 
he points out, Beypazar  
remains the industry leader. 
But that is no easy task, he 
says, and he likens it to rid-
ing a bike: “As soon as you 
stop pedaling, you’ll fall off. 
For that reason, you have to 
maintain speed constantly. 
Once we became the leader, 
we did not retreat—becom-
ing the leader was very 
hard, but remaining as 
the leader is even harder 
than that.

Beypazar  Mineral Water 
has risen to great heights to-
day, but when it sprang forth, 
it did so as the outcome of the 
hospitability of the Anatolian 
people. Hac  Cemil Ercan 
raised the factory founded 
in one of Ankara’s oldest 
districts like a son, and when 
his actual son, Niyazi Ercan, 
became part of the business, 
they brought the company to 
where it stands today, export-
ing its products to many 
countries. The father and 
son are rightfully proud of 
their success and of being 
able to bring salubrity of 
mineral water to all of hu-
mankind. “Deemed worthy of 
a consumer quality award, the 
best beverage award, and Eu-
ropean Union quality awards, 
our company owes its success 
to its fty-seven years of an 
uncompromising ap-
proach to quality,” says 
Niyazi Ercan. The 
company works with 
patience and great effort to-
ward becoming a world brand 
and greatly values the use of 
the latest technology and in-
novations in their investments 
in the brand, he adds.

Annual per capita mineral 
water consumption, 2012 
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“MINERAL WATER 
IS SO POPULAR IN 

EUROPE”
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mineral contains, whereas 
soda water, being just ef-
fervescent water, provides 
no bene t, and Ercan 
believes it is important to 
emphasize this dissimilarity. 
“Mineral water is medicinal 
water that springs from 
the deepest layers of the 
earth. It has one difference 
from (ordinary) water, and 
that is its mineral content. 
Beypazar  Mineral Water in 
particular has high levels of 
calcium, magnesium, iron, 
and uoride. Magnesium is 
one of the greatest reinforc-
ers of the heart. Sudden 
coronary spasms are not 
seen in people who drink at 
least two bottles of mineral 
water a day. Calcium, on the 
other hand, is key to bone 
development and especially 
bene cial to the develop-
ment of babies,” he adds. 

120
GERMANY
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ICCI 2014  
International Energy 

and Environment Fair 
and Conference

68

Agenda FAIRS, EXHIBITIONS, SUMMITS, AND MEETINGS IN THE NEXT TWO MONTHS

The Turkish Perspective

APRIL 24-26

Held in Turkey regularly since 1994, 
ICCI is the country’s most sustainable, 

environmentally sensitive, carbon-
neutral fair and conference, a leading 
event in the energy sector with more 

than 300 participating companies 

and over 16,000 visitors. Expected 
in attendance are professionals not 
only from the energy sector but also 
from the machinery, construction, 
automotive, ceramics, and textile 
industries. 

ISTANBUL EXPO CENTER
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IFINTEC Finance Technologies Conference and Exhibition
WOW Convention Center Yeşilköy

APRIL 8–10
A conference focused on technological solutions created for 

nance, IFINTEC serves as an ideal platform for promoting 
systems, hardware, software, consulting, training, and services 
solutions for nancial institutions. Industry professionals 
will be presented solutions in banking technology and GRC 
solutions at the exhibition.

Olivtech Olive, Olive Oil,  
and Technology Fair
Izmir International Fair Center

APRIL 10–13
Presenting olives, olive oil, saplings 
and seeds, fertilizer, bottles, 
cases and drums, packaging 
materials, production technologies, 
storage solutions, and analytical 
equipment, Olivtech will bring 
together representatives of the olive 
and olive oil industry worldwide 
in Izmir and promote olive oil, the 
“liquid gold of Anatolia,” as one of 
the nation’s rising international 
economic treasures.

Busworld Turkey
Istanbul Expo Center 

APRIL 24–27
With the continued expansion of 
Istanbul and the accompanying 
transportation projects, demand 
for large vehicles such as buses is 
expected to increase even further.  
To ful ll this demand, 
representatives of the industry are 
convening at Busworld, with the support of KOSGEB and 
the Coacher Federation of Turkey (TOFED), to stay abreast 
of technological developments and thereby offer safer, higher 
quality, and more extensive transportation services. 

Yap Decoor Ankara
Congresium Ankara

MARCH 6–9
Since its very rst year, Yap Decoor Ankara has continually 
expanded its reach within the building equipment and 
restoration industry and drawn more participants and visitors 
with the experience gained in each edition. The event offers 
materials for buildings  and innovations in the industry.

WIN Electrotech 14
Tüyap Istanbul

MARCH 19–22
On display at WIN Electrotech 14 will be equipment for 
electricity generation, electrical motors, renewable energy, 
and power transmission. With an audience of visitors from 
70 countries around the world, WIN aims to market export 
goods to buyer delegations and participants from Africa and 
Asia and to encourage the establishment of agencies abroad.

Texpo Eurasia 2014
Tüyap Istanbul

MARCH 26–29
In 2013, Texpo hosted 1,223 rms or their agencies and 
welcomed nearly 40,000 professional visitors from 71 
countries. As one of the textile industry’s most important 
events, Texpo Eurasia this year brings together industry 
professionals from targeted regions and countries in 
Istanbul once again.

Lighttech 2014
Istanbul Expo Center

MARCH 6–9
The Lighttech International Lighting, 
Chandelier and Electrical Technologies Fair has 
been bringing together the lighting industry’s 
leading manufacturers for six years. In 2013, the 
fair welcomed nearly 16,000 professionals from 
55 countries. Lighttech is preparing to host 250 
companies, around 70 of which are expected to 
be international, and welcome 20,000 visitors. 

Food & Spirit Istanbul
Küçükçiftlik Park

MARCH 6–9
Food & Spirit Istanbul will take place with the participation of 
numerous food and beverage rms both local and domestic, 
representatives from the restaurant and bar business, and 
industry suppliers and distributors. The fair is expected to 
encourage opportunities for international cooperation by 
contributing to the progress of the food industry, one of the 
keystones in Turkey’s economic development. 
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MEDIUM-TERM PLANS REMAIN MODEST
Predicted growth rates for Turkey’s economy, according to the Turkish 
government’s Medium-Term Program 2014–2016, are 4% and 5% for 2015 
and 2016, respectively. 

The World Bank referred 
speci cally to Turkey’s 

performance in the European and 
Central Asian export markets, 

noting that Turkey’s export gures 
compared more favorably over 

Russia’s.

IN 2014 IN 2015 IN 2016

GROWTH FORECASTS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

5.3% 5.5% 5.7%

GROWTH FORECASTS FOR TURKEY’S ECONOMY (WORLD 
BANK GLOBAL ECONOMIC PROSPECTS 2014)

IN 2014 IN 2015 IN 2016 (ESTIMATED)

3.5% 3.9% 4.2%

Developing 
economies are 

expected to 
exhibit strong 

growth in 2014, 
according to the 

World Bank.

TURKEY’S GROWTH 
TO ACCELERATE  
IN 2014

MEDIUM-TERM PROGRAM:  
MAIN ECONOMIC INDICATORS

2014 2015 2016

OLD NEW OLD NEW NEW

GDP GROWTH 5.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

GDP ($B, RULING PRICE) 919 867 998 928 996

PER CAPITA INCOME (GDP US$) 11,982 11,277 12,859 11,927 12,670

CPI YEAR-END CHANGE (%) 5.0 5.3 5.0 5.0 5.0

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (%) 8.8 9.4 8.7 9.2 8.9

TURKISH EXPORTERS 
EXPECTATIONS FOR THE 
END OF 2014
Exporters trusts 
Turkey’s sustainable 
growth and 
established currency 
and controllable 
interest rate. 

INFLATION PREDICTION

9.04%

CENTRAL BANK INTEREST 
PREDICTION

8.13% 
GROWTH PREDICTION

4.2 %  

TURKEY’S ECONOMY IS TYPIFIED 
BY STEADY GROWTH
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EXPORTERS TARGET 
LARGE MARKETS 
Turkish exporters aim to enter large 
markets, most of all Russia, the US, 
China, Germany, and African countries.

EXPORTERS OPT FOR LOCAL MATERIALS 
Locally sourced materials weigh heavy in the raw 
materials exporters use for production.

LOCAL FOREIGN
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EXPORTERS COMFORTABLE IN NEW MARKETS
The majority of Turkish exporters indicate they have been able to enter new markets.

HIRING TRENDING UPWARD
There is a notable rise in employment in all categories for the 
top 500 companies. 

CHANGE IN AVERAGE PERSONNEL COUNT BY PERIOD
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2010-01 2010-02 2010-03 2010-04 2011-01 2011-02 2011-03 2011-04 2012-01 2012-02 2012-03 2012-04 2013-01 2013-02 2013-03 2013-04

2010 - 35.9 %
2011 - 30.5 %

2012 - 33.6 %

OVERALL %

MODERNIZATION 37.2

AC UISITIONS 4.2

CAPACITY EXPANSION 27

R&D INNOVATION INVESTMENTS 21.8

ESTABLISHING BUYING NEW FACILITIES 15.6

NO INVESTMENTS  47.6

MODERNIZATION A KEY CONCERN
Plans to invest in modernization rank 
foremost among exporters’ plans for Q1 2014
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TURKEY’S TOP 20 
EXPORT MARKETS
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